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Clotheslines are being visited dur*
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STRESG & SON

Have a world of goods to meet them. Only a few of the

many

things can be mentioned at a

we

call

your attention

to

our

time.
line of

NE;w AND ELEGANT

-

which will be

Now

-

on

SILKS,

»

all of next

m

of-D.

Yntemahas bought the

Miedema, two miles east

the city, on the Zeeland

It Is stated that

J. Do Graaf moved into his new resiIn Minnesota the “nickle in tho slot flsh are floallnKMhore at thesouthern dence adjoining the First Ward bakery, ;
machine” has been classified as among jend 0,1 Lake Michigan.
this week.

road.

>

Tho common council of Coldwater
John Bldderlnk has been removed
bos
passed an ordinance prohibiting as postmasterat Drentbe and H. H.
A society In the Netherlands offers
a prize of $160 and a gold medal for the storing of skunk skins within the Baker takes his place.
corporation limits.
jthe best paper on the production of
|ln Duluth the Wilson bill has till
ilectrlcity by wind mills.
List of letters advertised for the
ready had this effect, that the unemMembers of the Muskegon school week ending Jan. 31st, *94, at the Hol- ployed tried to hang their congressman
board, with the co-operationof the land Post Office: Mr. Geo Brlnkhoff. In effigy.
G. J. Van Durbn.P. M.
prosecuting attorney, are planning
A decree of divorce has been grantfor a vigorous prosecutionof dealers
E. B. Fisher, after an active service
the lotteries, and will bo prohibited.

JpMWt.

enough

to

exhauststhe time or vitality of pupil
or teacher without results of corresponding value, is simply a dead weight
which cannot be too soon dispensed
with.— i?x.

Hope church, Tuesday
evening, which was also intendedas a
Although this line is new, having just been received, and reception to Rev. J. T. Bergen, was a
very pleasant affair and largely atcontains the latest novelties in
tended, notwithstanding the disappointment occasioned by a telegram
from Mr. B., stating that he was snowbound in Canada. He had expected
to arrive in Holland that day on the
two o’clock train from the east, but
Yet we want to move it right off. And as a special induce- did not reach here until midnight.
During a brief stay of two days he
ment will give
managed to deliver three lectures,and

Trimming

Silks,

estimation.

Machine works of Benton Harbor for

furnish compensation.Anythlngwhich an outfit of planers, matchers,Sand-

The

Dress and

m

thousands of dead

More than fifty baseball clubs have
already organized for the season of
of twenty years, retiresfrom tho edi1894. They will employ about 600 that are sellingcigarettes to boys.
players,whose salaries will range
Mr. and Mrs.. P. Brown celebrated torial staff of the G. R. Ragle, and
will start on a trip to the Pacific
from $60 to $66 a month.
their china wedding Monday evening.
J.1
*
John B. Perham of Spring £ake, A large number of Invited guests filled
Sherman H. Boyce of Grand, (Raven their spacious fesldoncc on Nlntl^ The Dutch Plato Glass OoM of Amand W. H. Beach of this city have street. Covers were laid for not less sterdam, Netherlands, was represented here this week by Jan Van Vorbeen drawn as petit Jurors for the then eighty.
stenburg.
The West Michigan FurMarch term of the U. S. court in
JohnC. Flynn of Macon, Ga., has
niture
Co.
Is one of its prominent
Grand
y.:i
sued the C. & W. M., In the U. 8.
customers
Id
Western Michigan.
Two South Haven boys stole an old court, fixing the damages at $25,000for
shotgun,a horn of powder, and some Injuriescaused by the railroad acci- In order to fix tho attention upon
bullets,and started forth to be bold, dent near Zeeland last November. He his numerous brands of choice cigars
bad men. They wont a few miles claims he suffered concussion of tho Mr. Van Tongeron of tho West Mich.,
cigar factory has a life-like representafrom home Into the woods, built up a brain and was permanently Injured.
fire, drew the starry firmament over
During the week we have had a re- tion on exhibit in his show window on
them and laid down to plesant dreams. vival throughoutthe daily pressof the River street of Corbett and Mitchell,
Somehow their dreams were not pleas- rumored drowning of the Brooks fam- in fighting attitude.
ant. and at the first glimmer of dawn ily, near Now Orleans. Investigation
Our old lumber dealers and vessel
they broke camp and went home shiv- at that point shows there Is no truth in
men will learn with regret of tho
ering.
the story. Neither the iiol Ice depart- death ofWm. Meglado of Chicago, one
ment nor the steamboat men have ever of tho pioneer commission men and
In many places the public schools
heard
of the boat or of the accident.
lumber dealers of that city. He was
are abridging and simplifying the
courses In arithmetic, omitting those
The Holland furniture factory has well known to many of our business
which perplex and weary pupils with- closed a contract with the Buss men and always stood high in their
out producingresults rich

week from Feb. 5th to 12th.

The latest Is that we are promlae®

Ing.

•

SPECIAL SALE

2:

ing tho D,Kht and relleved of thelr ap- electricstreet lighting Saturday e

and PurteDance9,

Rapids.

are as wide as the world and

w«LT

,

be Coopersvllle Observer has
changed hands, E. T. Harrison & Co.
having disposed of the plant to Messrs.
D. De Vos and M. R. Smith.

Woman’s

|

Ex-county clerk Walter S. Cole of Milwaukee.

night

k.tU

:

1894.

7.

regular trips between St. Joseph

Coopersvllle has been suffering from

rof. D. B.
OKKICE WlUS:

,

The steamer K. C. Reid Is making
this (Friday) evening.!

an attack of asthma.

oen be found day
or

Lent begins Wednesday, Feb.

B. D.
Snow White

sra

social at

Prof. J.

W. Humphrey, county

Ottawa circuitlast week
tho case of Lucy Van Vuren vs.
Abram Van Vuren. ,

ed in the

The bereaved family

of the late'A.

Clark wish to express their heartfelt

thanks to the many friends who so
kindly aided them during their late
affliction.

There

will be a

necktie social given

by the Ep worth League of the

M. B.
and

church, at tho residenceof Mr.

Mrs. John Nles, Friday evening Feb.

A

cordial invitation Is oxtended to

all.

JA

meeting

of the

Gan Club

will

ba

hold next Tuesday evening, Feb. 6, al
7

on
Tuesdays of eaclL

:30. Hereafterthe club will meet

the first and thlid

month, and for tho present at Arthur
Baumgartel’sshop on River street.

j

At a special election held Monday
Joseph voted to bond the city for
$30,000, to bo used in paving their
streets and putting their walks and
valduct in repair. The election resulted in 14 against and 738 for the bonds.
St.

In Otsego there is a lively contest
ers, stickers, carving machines, etc. com. of schools of Allegan county regoing
on over the cause of the death
The first car load Is to arrive on the quests us to notice that there will be
of
an
employe
in the paper mill. It
15th Inst., the whole to bo delivered two Institutes held in that county
was
supposed
tp ha ve^ been scarlet
by March 1. Part of the plant will be this spring:
fever,
but
later
on IV was surmised
in running order on or before the 1st
AtPlainwell,March 19 to 23, Prof.
of April.

An

G. J. Edgecomb of Benton Harhof,

to he

small pox, contracted from In-

fected rags.

conductor.

going the rounds of the
At Fennville,April 2 to 6, Prof.
Sired Girl— The man I marry must
papers warning farmers against buyHamilon
King
of Olivet, conductor.
be
both brave and brainy.
ing or using samples of seed wheat
Adoring
FotU/i— When we were out
from Russia and Austria, It having Expositor: B. Kamps, master mebeen discovered that this seed Is full chaulc for the Zeeland Brick Co., is sailing, and upset, I saved you from t
of weevil, which will produce a simi- spendingthe week In Chicago, accom- watery grave.
“That was brave, I admit, but it
lar bug by millions wherever planted. panied by P. Veneklasen,of the firm,
Farmers everywhere are requestedto attending the National Brlckmakers’ was not brainy.”
burn all such wheat at once and not convention. Mr. Kamps has invented “Yes, It was; I upset the boat on
purpose.
planet under any circumstances.
a burner for use In brick kilns, where
Item

is

Muskegon Chronicle: The usual busy crude oil Is used, which surpasses anyThursday of last week Representascene presents itself at the shops of thing of Its kind on tho market, and tive Richardson appeared before tl»
re-kindled a friendship as extensive as
the O, & W. M. R'y at this time. The on which he has taken out a patent.
House river and harbor committee to
it is deep-rooted. Everybody was glad
tracks In the machine shop are filled
As regards the electric light injunc- urge the appropriation!for the harto meet Mr. Bergen once more after an
to thdlr capacity with eight locomo- tion suit, the hearing before Judge bors in this district and also for tht
absence of nearly two years. He could
tives. i The paint shop Is filled with Padgham which was fixed for Monday deepening of Grand river, between
on every dollars worth of silk purchased. Do not let the not be prevailed upon to remain over
six coaches in need of new coats. In last, did not take place. For some Grand Rapids and Grand Haven. Ho
Sunday, but returned to his Brooklyn
the carpenter department the time of reason or other no papers or notice asked for the full amounts si
opportunity slip by without improving it.
home on Friday morning. While with
the workmen is put In on carpenter had been served upon the City. Hence In the engineer's reports for H<
us he was the guest of Presidentand
work principally.Freight cars are for the present there Is no case in and Grand Haven. He made a strong
Mrs. G. J. Kollen.
not racked to the extent they were court, and the work in connection argument for the Grand river project,
last
\ylnter, because the tracks are with the new electric light plant is
Ottawa Beach, iu common with all
dwelling particularlyon the fact that
clear
of snow, and while there are progressing right along, and nearing the project had been recommendedby
the North-westernresorts, had a hard
plenty of cripples ahead, the demand its completion.
the engineers. In view of the
time of it last season, the World’s fair
for them is not so urgent as one year
pressed condition of Uncle Sam's treasinterferingsadly with the wonted
Castle Lodge No. 153, K. of P., Inago.
ury however, the committee has derush of visitors and guests. The restalled its newly elected officersFriWe acknowledge our due apprecia- day evening, Dr. J. A. Mabbs officiat- cided to make no appropriationfor
From now on Overcoats are sold be- sult is that the association is behind
any new work, and hence the Grand
in its payments and legal proceedings tion to the G. II. Tribune for the follow cost at
ing as Installing officer. Tho festivlJ. D.
Lokker & Rutgers. have been begun to foreclose the re- lowing kind reference to one of our esriver project will have to remain sheltics closed with a banquet at the City
ved
for the present The total estisort.
Says
the
G.
R.
Democrat:
Inteemed citizens: “John C. Post, one Hotel, followed by short addresses by
Homeopathic Physician and
mates
of the U. S. engineer for the en*
terest
on
the
bonded
debt
was
not
Children Cry for
of Holland’s enterprising business differentmembers of the lodge. Tfce
Surgeon. Specialist on ,
tire country are 140,000,000,but
paid when due in September last and men, donated nine hundred dollars to Installedofllcers were:
Pitoher’o Castoria.
the trustee under the mortgage has the Young Men’s Christian AssociaEYE, EAR, NOSE ANB THROAT.
W. A. Holley, chancellor comman- committee will cut them down an
crane of 80 per cent, and report a
taken
steps
to
foreclose. The asso- tion of that city. Grand Haven has der.
Office Hours until 9:00 a. m.: Family Supplies and Choice GroceWill
Brcyman,
vice
chancellor.
of about $8,000,000.The Free
ciation
has
had
a
bonded
indebtedness
more
than
one
hundred
that
could
from 11 until 2 p. m.; 6 until 10 p. m.
ries,
Wm. Swift.
J. C. Holcomb, prelate.
correspondencefrom Washington
of $20,000, the bondholdersbeing better afford to give that amount to
W. A. Brockway, master of work.
Office No. 15, Eighth st. Holland. Nieh.
members of the association, who the noble band of Christian workers of G. A. Kanters, master of exchequer. it that probablyMr. Richardson
Dr. Price'* Cream Baking Powder
13 ly
bought bought bonds for the purpose this city, than John C. Post could to
secure a liberal appropriationfor HolC. Blom Jr., master of finance.
Meet Perfect Made.
A. Lambert, keeper of records.
of helping the association and not as the Association at Holland. Mr.
land harbor.
J. P. Hansen. Inner guard.
an investment. To secure the bonds Post is one of Hollands gritty,enterDr.
Parry Jones.
Vocal and InstranicntalHasica mortgage covering the hotel and prising business men, always at home, The next entertainment in the Y. Let there be light! This Is the laMinnie Louis Bingham, Teacher.
\Phyflician
Surgeon. Thorough Bass and Harmony. Class land was given with H.Spring of Gr’d and when abroad has a good word for M. C. A. lecture course will bo given sue in Holland along the electric
and the strife U contageous,for
(SaoowBor to Dr. J. O. HuImorx.)
Lessons— Instrumental, 30 cent per Rapids is trustee for the bondholders. his home. Instead of trying to cut Thursday evening, Feb. 8. In the asZeeland has caught It, upon a
hour. Private Lessons, 50c., 75c., and The property being located in Ottawa the throat or stab the men that are
sembly hall of the Y. W. C. A. It
Office— New building of Holland $1.00
what reduced plane. In this
county,
Henry
Spring
by
his
attor- today building up Holland, he has a
City State Bank, cor. Eighth and Rivwill be the finest musical ever given
P. O.— 2172. Residence, West Elevneys,
Smiley,
Smith
&
Stevens,
began
er sts. Rooms— New City Hotel.
kind word and a good cheer for them, lu the city. Messrs. Campbell, Post burgh our neighliorsare in the
enth street, second door from Ward
of a kerosene war, and enjoying
suit In the circuitcourt at Grand Ha- and by this course has been a power in
33-tf.
and Force and Miss Hughes, all of
full benefits thereof. There
ven to foreclose the mortgage. The gaining the great success of that prosGrand Rapids, will furnish the muspears to he a sentiment among
Orders for Family Suppliesand gro- prodeedings will not affect the lot perous and enterprising city.”
ic. These people are all artists in tbelr
merchants hostile to the St
owners at the resort in any way. The
ceries, promptly filled at
mu j
c
\llnes. Voice, piano, violin and harp
Oil
Company, at any rate the agent
Wm. Swift.
associationhas been In financial
of
the
Standard,who called there
straits for a long time. For several
week, failed to get orders suticleot In
At Wm. Swift’s the First ward years the season has been short and
householdergets his daily family sup- businessunprofitable.The directors our pioneer mariners. For severs^
amount to satisfy the estimates of
are to go to the Y. W. C. A., which
plies.
that modest concern, and so hoi
have tried to keep the association a* years, from ’66 to ’65 he sailed off aim
certainly deserves the patronageofthe
shop on hls own account at the c
float and interest was paid on the on from this port, and at one time was
public. Remember this will be the
Dr. Price's Cream Baklig Powder
Romeyn place, and engaged a
bonds up to last year. A committee In command of theschr. Margrieta,
very finest concert ever given iu HolWerM'a Fair Mlfhest Award.
salesman. The result is that oil
conducted the affairs of tht resorts owned by L. Schaddelee, and the schr.
land.
now being retailed there at
last summer and managed it in a con- Three Sisters, owned by A. Plugger.
cents a gallon for ten-gallonlota c
Office over Holland City State Bank,
servative and economic manner. The He also sailed the large scow SebastaA large number of the premium
world’s fair made business had and af- pol, of which he was a part owner, be- holders of the late annual fair met In under. The merchants however,
Second Floor.
ter figuring up on the season there tween here and Chicago in the days response to the call of the directors In to bo outdone,pooled their
i iy
was nothing left to pay the bonded In- when shipping was one of Holland’s G. A. R. hall, Wednesday afternoon, tered into a “combine,”
From now on Overcoatsare sold beterest. The association is at sea for a leading Industries.He was born in to exchange views on the situation. the village coatrof-armsand
low cost at
manager next year, and the suit to Denmark In 1810. After he retired After a thorough and frank review of new inspiration from the mott
Lokker & Rutgers.
wind up the businessand If possible from the lakes he was for several years the matter a dividend of fifteen per fore-fathers uLudor et emerge,
effect a reorganization
is in some re- keeper of the light house in Grand cent was accepted and under the cir- the Standard Oil Company to
Dr. Prici’f Cream Baking Powder
spects
an
amicable
one.
The creditors Haven. His career was a remarkable cumstancesdeemed satisfactory. The stand that they could
World'! Mr HlgbMt Medal and Diploma.
better,and the Zeelander
will be settled with on the best possi- one and covered many a thrilling in
same spirit prevailed which was maniFrom now on Overcoatsare sold, beble basis and a new start will he made. cldent in sea-faring life. In bis fest at the annual meeting in Decem- kerosene from his home
llow cost
„ „
The lot owners at Ottawa are there to younger days he had served as mate ber, namely, that the fair must be kept cents a gallon. We felt all
Lokker & Rutgers.
stay and members of the association on an African slaver. He was known up and rejuvenlzed and a large major- it was only a question of tl
say that the hotel must be kept open. by nearly every sailor on. the lakes, ity of those present pledged their ex- monster monopoly
During the next Thirty Days we will
** at greatly reduced prices: Dress
The great amount of Improvements and to the older residents of Holland hibits again for the fair. On Saturday Company woulu meet
and Jackets.
vuu Flanels, Cloaks
______
MOST PE
iCT MADE.
made at’ the resort since 1889, when hls memory Is linked with the names afternoon of this week secretary Kerk- of their steal.
UntA, Shawl’s? Horse Blankets, ft d
"
. Crum
_____ Tartar Powder. Free the bonds were issued and the mort- pf Coleman, Pfaff, Thompson, Clark, hof will be at the office of the treasil articles found In a well assorted
Grape
from Ammonia, Alumior my other adulterant gages given, plunged the association Oelricb,
b, Wm.
nL Smith,
Smith, Simmons and urer, Mr. O. Breyinan, to deliver the
Goods store.
[45
N OTHER & Vkbschure.
into debt
away.
others, since
e fctssedai
40 YBARS TliB STANDARD. .
balance of the outstandingorders.

A rebate of 15 cents

C.

L.
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Editor:—

Niws

Cm
A Card.

CitY Niws.

Would you

,

Th© World’s PatriBattleshlp.
gThe Illinois naval reserve has taken A
charge of the battleship Hlinois, and

The Commander and comrades of

please

publish the following, It might

Mich.

will permanently locate

it

abMribertorder the dUcontlnuance ot
~ era. the publishera may continueto
until all arrears are paid.

j

CARRYING THE

PURSE

Problem Which Is SeriouslyTroubling
the Fair Sex.

money?”

Van Raalte Relief

is

woman who has had her

pockets
week. Once her

In

picked twice within a
puree was in the chatelaine bag, suspended from her belt, and which she
found yawning and empty upon reaching home. “And the clasp to that bag
was one I often had to work over to

Ibers refuse or neglectto taVo
.-.papers from the office to which
D sent, they are held resposlble until
ire settledtheir bills and ordered
Ventura, January 31, 1894.
desperation myself,” she remarked
[ has done the handsome thing in donatntlnued.
a comfortableroom with their friends,
Ibers more to other places with*
plaintively. "It bothered me dreading
much
more
than
was
originally
reclaimingthat the horse docs not sufCommissioners on Claims.
ting the publishers, and the news
raftliMH are sent to the former place of resl- fer, because it has a blanket on his STATE OF MICHIGAN, I,
quested. With the transfer of the Illi- fully when I was in a hurry, but that
dapce, they aie then responsible
very fact gave me a sense of security.”
COUNTY OF OTTAWA.
OTTAWA. I1
nois will be a steam launch fitted with
Eatutft of J*o»b F. Dyk
L
,
CONCERNING DELINQUENT SUBSCRIBERS back and therefore cannot feel the
The second time her pocket— one of
Th® undersigned having buou appointedby a torpedo outfit, twelve cutters and
$he latest postal laws are such that newsA. S.
those un-get-at-nble pockets, too, in
the Judge ofl’rob®!® of said Conn ty. Com mis- catamaran.
p publishers
ilier*can have arreKted any one
In the battleship, and the rear region, where it* unhappy
Holland,
Mich.,
Jan.
26,
’94.
•loners
ou Claims in the matter of said rstate.'
~ud who takes a paper and refuses to
and six montbs from the Twelfth day of Janu- H80 turned over to the reserve, are a possessor is forced to sit upon its conPit. Under this law the man who nl4 T \ tun I
_a
s subscription to run along for some
uar, A. D. 1B94. having been allowed by said comnlcte stand of UntohlnsK VHIpr
tents
— was ignominiously
turned
Judge of ProbatMo all persora holding claim*
Ui" 1 OI
----- ------------opald and then orders It discontinued,For the Holland City News.
_ n the postmastertomark It “ref used’
agxiust said ••state,in which to present their , cutlasses and revolvers, a battery of wrong side out
out. She tried carrying
carryir her
Choose Ye.
1 to send a postal notifyingthe publlsh° Not ice i 1° hereby*
t hat* we ^w! unmeet* on
four piece* and one Hotchkissrapid- | puree
puree in
in her
her hand,
hand, and an
an elderly
elderly man.
er, lays himself liable to arrest and Une.
Mr. Editor:— One of the arguments Saturday the Thlrtv-flret day of March. A. D.lHN, firing gun. Flags and ensigns and with
"’m' a benevolent face, stopped
---- ; her
,
used by “foreign”building and loan and on Ihuradaythe Twelfth day of July. A.
and said: "Pardon me, madam, but I
iwu. at ten n.clock a. tu. of each day. at the Law other paraphernaliafor naval educaassociations is that the “Of/atea Comifeel constrained to tell you that I have
tl0”’
expend.. fun.U.inpof
ty Building and Loan Association”has
just seen a lady’s purse snatched out of
, cabins and state rooms for offloers, are
not enough money to supply its Dated, January 3lst. A. D.
her hand and the thief escape with it”
K. O. T. M.
borrowers, but that they, the
jnn(A^prwfln’ [ OrnmlMloiier* included in the gift from the governONSMDtTent, No. 68, meets In K. 0. T. M
The next time she sallied forth her
HallatT:80p m., on Monday night next. All “Nationals,” are preparedto loan any
2-4w. : ment The" battleship will permit the money was pinned securely inside her
Mr Knights are eonllally Invltfd to attrnd. amount of cash to our people.
Cheapest Life InsnranoeOrder known. Full
Now the facts In the case are these:
National
^*7?
advantAffe8 “Worn en- dress waist When she had selected
farNoalan (Iran on application.
While the prevailing hard
hard time*
tlmtt
for a^ning proficiencyin naval certain purchases she told the clerk she
Aostw Habbiwoton,Commander. Within the last seven months the
warfare. All ofilcers an4 enlistedmen would return soon and pay for them,
agents of the “Cuuitat” of Lansing, the
W. A. H0U.lT, B. K.
h»ve h«l bitter result, for » ?re.t
and proceeded to the ladies’ dressing
i,Cumberland”ot Tennessee, the “Michigan” of Detroit and the“ZMroft”ufDe- mwy.they wUl «rre, In the opinion • WU‘ P'^.t!Ce““nt^
room, where there were eight other
THE MARKETS.
t»at <ir,ll, cutlas. ,nd u,rtroit, all Nationals,have been selling of our leading flnander,, to
women engaged in extricating money
Wheat V bushel .................
stock to our citizens; have formed two npon the American people the lack of ;
‘ ^
thlt from similarplaces of security and one
local advisory boards, and so far have
deftly removing a garter and turning
one eh.raeteri.ticthey «dly need, and J
n"noU f111 ^ loc4tod
not loaned a cent in the place; whereas
down her
that
is thrift The world has nererdf. 1111 efr'y.neJrt„s“mmer'butwh<’nidown
ho1' shapely
shapely hosiery.
hosiery. These
These
the “Ottawa County,”our local Assoae a a a > » • » • • • * ••
“ ““P'61® 11 wlU bc 8 ?reat 8ttra°- i methods are pretty safe, but decidedly
ciation, has In spite of the panic seen a nation so reckless of ordinary

cold.

..
D.

_

deoeased.

Umxriw*.,

• « ..

gi

SOCIETIES.

.

I
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itw.

Desire to bestow a mark of friendship

during the holiday season, go to

Putt

G. van

And make
your selection from

a

Beautiful Line

of Ladies’ embroidered handkerchiefs.

.

“

.

—

J,olcn«18h

Also a line
assort

mint

of

Gents’ Wear.

Fascinators, from 25c up to $1.50.

“n'1

;

YOU^

DO

shall I carry my
an important question to a

“How and where

on the lake

Corps, No. 231, will front between Van Burei^ and Washplease accept our thanks for the num- ington streets. The model ship is to
erous packagessent
us thruug h be removed to new foundations, plans
pomrad "N. IV. Ogden, Monday even for whieh are being prepared. Officers
ing last. /
continuous hours, the poor beast May God bless both Post and Corps of the reserve Intend to make the battleshipa social home as well as a place
standingup to his knees In the snow', In their good works.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. Buchanan.
for work and drill. The government
while they arc enjoying themselves In

fltsomo dumb
There arc partiesthat think nothing
of tying their horse to a hitching post
nnnrnlAnloht
liL-» .T»n
25 for
fnr six
.1.
on
a cold night, like
Jan. 25,
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Be Kind to Your Animals.

Infants’ Silk and Woolen Hoods.
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make

the same promise of
unlimited loans: but common sense
suggests, that, with the best possible
intentions, these associationscan only
loan to a town the amount, less expense fund, they receive from that
town. Then why should we send
go, they

and the product. The goods are sold and ^th^of carrying iUs de^d women
the unemployed cut to fit any room, and then finished mu8t depend more upon good fortune

DRUG STORE

there are not a few of

fe

a .

•

«

'

«

a

i

«

V:in

Putten

KNT llEDICINKa.

than any better security for the continned possession of the little article
whose purloiner is said to steal trash,
but which is nevertheless trash of a
kind whieh commends itself strongly
ml filfiinkt nnirprvnlK* tn iuu\r linin-sn
and ahnost u,,ivcrsallyto I,oor ''umun
n^ure-Philadclphia Press.
H

M

FOLDING
A Dainty and

is

ior

in the store for-

ami have all the leadiiiK Pat-

the sake of greater benefits later,

to-day who could easily have saved in designs and colors to suit the taste
enough to tide over the present period of the purchaser, rugs and mats being
of suffering with but little real self- included among the fabrics. It is asdenial and an ordinary amount of serted that not only are the colors
Attorneys.
money out of the city, when there is a prudence. If the prevailing distress guaranteed to be fast, but that the
f^IEKEIf A. O.J., Attorney st Law. Collections
____ ______
___ a /
a
association ready to Invest It j—
in so many quarters teaches the much- cost of the carpets is only about oneU promptly attendedto. Office, over First home
safely and securely?
State Dank.
half
as
much
as
ingrains,
‘the wear beneeded lesson of reasonableeconomy
Geo. Ballard.
VfcBRIDE. P. H., Attorney.Real GsUte and
PresidentOttawa County Building the country will gain more than it has ing also twoTo one in favor of the newInanranoc.Office. BlcBride'sBlock.
lost from the disciplining it lias re- | article as compared with the best inand Loan Association.
"DOST, J- C.. Attorney sod Counsellor st Law.
Holland,Mich., Jan. 30. '94.
ceived. But, like the boy who was grain. A not important advantage
JT Beul Estate too Collections. Office,Post's
chastised as a reformatory measure, , claimed for these productions, in addiFor the Holland City Nf.wn.
we fail to appreciatethe lesson while tion to those of economy and wear,
The Annual Report of the Jun- we are strugglingwith the infliction that of healthfulness,medical auBanks.

BUSINESS DIRECTORY,

m

will be glad' to

&
&
&
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,

Step in as

and we

you pass by.

economy as our people. The amount i J’0“- T.hiS WiU
onf of ( inconvenient, especially when one has show you our goods.
tne above mentioned
ment lor
loaned $20,000 In the
.
the most unique and histone naval ex- purchases to make at differentplaces,
time, and Is making neic loans every Uco
we have wasted collectively in one hibite in the
| Some women have adopted the aeparweeks.
century of growth would have enate pocket tied -around the waist, unIf those citizens who say that they
A New Western Enterprise. der the dress skirt, but this; of course,
want more money invested in the city, dowed a country nearly as rich as we
Are to-day.
---- j. Our people
— ,,.v. have always , The manufactureof carpets by an en- necessitatesraisingthe skirt to reach The
would, Instead of scndinn it away to —
“outside” institutions, pay It to our manifested the same free and easy ! tirely new method has lately been un- the pocket, and not infrequently, by
12 local association,they would place It disposition in the matter of expendi- dertakenat Pueblo, Col., Imported Irish 801110 method best known to them18 where It could be Immediately expenture, the same unwillingnessto deny linen being the component material, 1 ae^ves' thieves manage to rifle them or
n ded in building up our city.
Wo have just opened business
and 7
merly occupied by Dr. Wm.
Wherever these “National” agents themselves.immediatesatisfactionfor no wool being used in the weaving of romove them altogether. It really

i ,

Hay V ton.

,

city.

not

K1™
world>
--

|

Our Line of
most complete In the

Hosiery is the

l

.1

(Timplete Murk uf IV*- 'Drugs!

Wines anil Lienors,
for

MedicinalPurposes.

WORK STAND.

Toilet Articles, Sponges ami ChamoiscNkin.
I tcful Adjunct to Milady's
Cory lloudolr.

l1”’11, tl‘° 'v,,rk

'nHt'^n !•* iim'

Young Woman’s Chris-

!vi

'

DIAIOJD DIES, ETC., ETC.

Rtand here

" 77

1 ^

which may result in our future good. thority being cited in favor of their pit,s i,ut iitti0 Kpace. This stand is Specialattentionciven to the careful com|X'umiIng of prescription a
tian Association.
superiorcharacter from a sanitary made of bamboo sticks thirty inches
W. Mokma, Oaahier.Capital Stock *50.000.
The
traveler w ho leaves the soft air point of view,
The Junior Society was organized
long securelyjoined at the proper
__ jAND CITY STATE BANK. Commercial in March 18!»2. There being at that of the coast is surprised to find how
angle by means of line brass wire. Finest Brands of Cigars.
and Savings Dep't. J. Van Pntten. Pres
time no Christian society for little much snow and ice are to be seen The residents of Tacoma fear that With a gimlet, holes arc punctured
— hure, Oaahier.Capital stock |50,000.
girls in our City, some members of the among the hills to the west and north, their city will be torn up and under- through one reed, the wire inserted]
WFor the accommodationof the public
Y. W. C. A. thought it a good work to The frequent thaws have added mined tb1,011#11the discovery of a valClothing.
STATE BANK. Commercialand RavF1^,
Inga Dep’t. I. Cappon. President. Germ
.....

F

I

,

m

T)

OSMAN BROTHERS.MerchantTailorsand

ChHsUan

Association. <)Un^

"In'

n

' one

feature of special beauty to

the

“able gold

and

we have put lu a full supply of stampc,

silver quartz lode run-

4

post ul

cards ami wrappers.

There being no prescribed const! tL- sccoery* and that is the monster icicles ning ““der its most thickly populated
tlon for a Junior Y. W. C. A., and at and wide curtains of ice that drape P°rtion- The ledge was uncovered a
that time only ope Junior society hav- tlie fronts of the cliffs. These come of week or so since, about seven feet below
Dry Goods and Groceries.
ing been organized in the Lnitcd melting snow on the slopes above. At the surface, by a man who was digDIBTBCH. D.. Dealer In DryGooda. F .ncy States, viz: in New York, it was a Lacka waxen the canal aqueductseems £1DK a ot;llar-Some of the quartz rock
£> Oooda and FamishingGoods, Eighth Street. new and difficulttask to undertake,
out °f the excavation, the aswithout guide or precedent. Never- to rest on huge columns of ice,
HOOT A KRAMER. Dealers In Dry Goods, No- theless we set to work in earnest, plac aggregate of many icicles,and the Bayer rcPort».carries 8151 in silver and
Mona, Urooerles,Floor, Feed, etc , Eighth
ing our trust in God, believingHe fountain that plays beside the Dela- 827 in Kold P°r t011- The indications
would bless us In our work.
ware near Shohola has built up a are tlmt the ledge is eight feet wide,
TTAK PUTTEN, G. A SONS, General Dealersln
On March 8, 1892 a call was extended
Dry Goods, Groceries,Orocfcery.Hats, and
crystal mound out of its spray that is n°U8e8 worth from 8-1,000 to 810,000
to
all
the
young
girls
of
our
city
from
Boxes ol Ointment. A never-fallingCure for
Caps, Flour, Produce, ate. River Street.
I’Uei of every nature and degree. It makes an
the ages of 10 tp 16 years, to meet with beautiful to look upon. After a snap- Btand over the ledge, and the owners
operation with the knife or injectionsof carbolic
IN NELS. Fashionable Dry Goods. Ste- the Junior committee, consisting of ping frost it is worth a trip to Pater- are wondering if it will pay to pull
acid, which are painfuland seldom a permanent
and Fancy. New store In City Hotel
members of the Y. W. C. A., in their son to see the glassy coating that the 1116111 down and try 10 di£ UP £oldcure, and often resultingin death, unnecessary.
rooms. Thirty-threegirls responded
Why endure this terrible disease?
mist has put upon all the trees
We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any
to the call. The committee explained
Drugs and Medicines.
case. You only pay for benefitsreceived. II
rook, about the
, A NoraI' s5'st*nl »< fire-alarmsignal,
the object of the organization to make
by rocket bombs has been established
I TVOBSBUBG, J. O.. Dealer in Drugs and Madl- It a training school for the right upA FOLDING WOBK STAND.
The
Boston
Gazette
has
discovered
in 111(3suburban districts of San FranI
dues, Paints and Oils. Toilet Articles, Im- building of Christian character, and a
| ported and DomesticCigars. Eighth Street
preparatory school for the Senior Y. in that city » young lady who is car- ci*5® to enable the remote engine and its ends twisted firmly about the and BLOOD PURI
FK, Small, mild and pl<
W. C. A. twenty-six girls submitted ryingonan original and pretty little bouses quickly to summon assistance otber reed. The cross braces,one foot ant to uka, especiallyadapted for children’st
^^AMH.^HEBER, Druggist and Pharmacist
50 IVmes 25 cents
their names for membership, and In philanthropic work of her own, and from the c^y forces in case of great long- ara similarly fastened. '1 he basGUARANTEES Issued only bv
boslneM. City Drug
th* the course of two weeks we had an enW Z BA VOS
with excellent results. At the begin- emergency.A bomb, something like a ^et squires apiece of China silk or
rollment of 48 members.
12-ly GrandvlUeAve. Grand" Rapids. Mloh
ningof the winter she invested in a rocket, is thrown three hundred feet Ir,‘nih hatm, twenty- our inches
We endeavored to give each one
Hardware.
iu
,
,
square, lined with a contrasting shade
The f(mr sijeg aro
something to do, by placing her on large number of warm mittens of va-’ straight upward, from a mortar, where of plain
T7AH OORT. J. B. General Hardware and one or more of the followingcommit- rious sizes, and every cold day before 11 bursts, making a brilliant white shirred on a tape, drawing each up to
Moves. Repairing promptly attended to. tees: Membership, social, rooms and
going out two or three pairs of these llght and a very loud explosion. At half its length. A heading of an inch
Eighth Street
books, and missionary. Gospel meetare slipped into her pocket. To use ^b® trials of the system a week or so forms a finishing ruffle. Kach corner
ings were held on Thursday evening of
Manufactories,Shops, Etc. each week from seven to eight o’clock. her own words: “It is very seldom that ag° a11 ^an Francisco was excited and °f the pocket is tacked to the support
want
that
*
The
meetings were conducted by the I return without having found some alarmed, feariag dynamiters were at wlth fancy brass tacks. The place of
TALISMAN,J., Wagon and Carriage Maoofacwill
joining is concealed by full double
lory aod Blacksmith and Repair Shop. Junior committee, sustaining mem- man, woman or child whose hands look work. The system is arranged so that
rosettes.This ideacarried out in white
Dealer in Agricultural Implements.Rivar St
bers, and members of the Y\ W. C. A.
sufficiently red and cold to justify me the preciselocality where aid is needed
and gold makes a beautiful bridal gift.
An attempt was made to change
OUNTLEV’. A.. Practical MacbioUt,Mill and the meeting from Thursday evening in offering them a pair of the mittens 18 made known,
For this, gild the reeds, and make the
XI Engine Repairs a specialty. Shop on Rev- to Saturday afternoon. This, how- from my little stock.
pocket of white satin brocade, that is,
•nth street, near Rivar.
ever, proved a failure. For four suc- charity, hut it
cessive weeks the Junior committee
Meat Markets.
make somebody even one degree more
Lin“ with Plai« "hite China
were waiting in the rooms to meet
comfortablein these depressing times.” #
" i silk, and decorate the support with full
the
Juniors,
and
only
one
Junior
came.
i ERASER A DR K08TKR, Dealers In all
cago fair. Arrangements are now un- bows of white and yellow No. 9 satin
kinds of Frwh and Salt Meats. Market on We were thus forced to give up the
Gold finds are common In Alaska der way for a 8€nes of congresses and ribbon.— Rural New Yorker.
Street.
society or hold the meetings in the
just now, and
is stirred up convocationssimilar to those which
--- Juneau
- —
FAN DEB VRKRE, Dealer In all kinds evening as heretofore. The latter plan
New Designs In Tea Tahirs.
every
week
or
so
by
the
appearance
of Paul I{ourget says were the crowning
F<esh and Salt Msats. Market on was again adopted with good results,
Just step into the Jewelry Store of
Tea tables continue to grow in favor
Street.
arge and Interesting meetings being some miner from a newly-inspectedachievementand success, and ex-Senand to multiply in design. The two
held.
region with rich specimens of ore. and ator Inffalls aver8 were the most con- latest shown are admirable iu every
Miscellaneous.
During the past year two socials
occasionally with pockets fuU of coarse spicuous failure of the Columbian ex- sense and provide for the convenience
were given, at which programs were
0.
T., Dealer In Wood and Coal. lath,
rendered and refreshments served. gold. About three weeks ago a miner portion. Agricultural societies are to of the hostess as well as for the beauty
i, salt, land and calcined plaster.
An admission of ten cents was charged brought in a pound of coarse gold discu8« bugs and fertiUzers, and of her room. One, the larger of the
and Cedar Streets.
and the proceeds used to purchasecur- which he got on Jacobi island,in Icy P8Jchical research societiesand many two, is a combinationof bamboo frame and you will get the value of your
)ALL. S. B.. Dealer In Fancy Notions,
tains for our new rooms.
money.
ot aod Basaar Goods snd Tin ware.
straits, one hundred and seventy-five other8. more or 1(388 of the same order, and fine porcelainf-helves,and the
In July 1893 the Juniors assisted by
other unites a handsome kettle with a
miles northwest of Juneau. He said have PQt in aPPlication for dates.
othersocletlesof
our city, prepared a
stand and portable troy. They are exChristmas
box__________________
for Miss Lizzie Ca
__________
teppon’8 the gold was mostly in decomposed
Painters.
Among
the latest batch of fish sto- cellentboth in form and general style,
school In China. They dressed dolls, quartz, but there was also much coarse
and despite their moderatecost a great
IT, B.. Honse, Carriage, and Sign and made scrap-booksand otber ar- gold in the region. A large party of ries the following, the inventionof a
improvementupon the over-dainty
Inc, plain and ornamentalpaper hangticles.
Waltham
(Mass.) correspondent of
miners started immediately to locate
at realdenoe,on Raven th St., near B
trifles that look too frail to support
In various ways they have been the
Forest and Stream, is worthy of print:
They keep everything that
the weight of cups. Hospitality is the
means of bringing cheer and comfort claims on the island.
“Last winter, while catching chubs for virtue supposed to prompt the existto
the
sick
and
id
deStltu
destitute
of
our
city.
Boots and Shoes.
Hospital surgeons say that badly small bait, I caught a small salt water ence of a table that is ever ready to is found in a first-classJewelWhen the Junior reach the age of
EBOLD, E., A CO.. Dealers In Boots and 16 they leave the Juniors society to injured men sometimes go into de- perch. He was kept alive for over two offer refreshmentto a guest, and it can
Shoes, and robber goods. Will occupy new
enter upon the more advanced work lirium tremens after treatment, al- months in a cold outhouse. Every hardly be saying too much to urge the ry^ Store and at prices that
of the Senior Young Woman’s Chris though they may have been sober for night the water, fish and all, would wisdom of sufficientsubstantiality to
tian Association. Tne Senior Y. W.
physicians.
days before the accident This curions freeze to a solid cake; every day he suggest security and sufficientsize to will astonish you for their
C. A. have received 25 member from
allow a generousnumber of cups.
misfortune befallsonly those men who would be melted out, and in a short
H., Physletsn snd Burgeon. Beal- the Junior society since its organicheapness
etreet. corner of Market.
zation. Thus It Is indeed a prepara- are pretty steady in their devotion to time he would be as lively as ever. He
How to Make Erg Cutlets.
at drag store, Eighth Street.
tory school.
the bottle, though they iqay class must have been frozen and thawed out
A good way to make egg cutlets is to
. 17-1 y.
Our vear closes with 54 members themselves as moderate drinkers. With at least forty times without receiving boil three or four eggs for ten minutes,
Saloons.
enrollled, and an average attendance
dip them in cold water for a minute or
0., Blm Street.Liquors, Wine snd
the decrease of vitality consequent the slightestinjury."
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Dealers In Ready Made. Gent's Furnish
Ing Goods a Specialty.
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u Bottling Works next door. Orders
r

delivered.

Watches and Jewelry.

We

lay the efforts of the past years 01)0X1 tlie loM °* blood the alcohol in
at the Master’s feet, accompaniedby
system asserts itself and the charan earnest prayer that It may have.! acteristib symptoms of delirium tre-

;

contributed to His honor and
KAN.O-.&BON.WatebtnaksrasndJswai<u
>v the
vuc awi«»viuu
and to
salvation ui
of oumo,
souls, auu
an

-

ucft:

mens follow.

Tire history of Louisiana is prettily
purpose to do more for Christ, ever
outlined In the names of her parishes.
looking to Hlni
still greater
“
‘‘v‘
Itch on Human aod horses and all blessing upon the work which we have A ,ew Jndian county names hint at the
story of the aborigines: two or three
j cured In 30 minute* hy Wool
Martha Diekema,
Spanish names tell of De Soto and the
i Sanitary Lotion. This never
Sec’y of Junior Committee.
Sold by Heber Walsh, druggist,
Spanish occupation;several French
I.
12*6m.
names commemorate the French set-

—

Mich.

Children Cry for
's Castorla.
7:

two and strip off the shell; cut off the

1

for

” 7

museum at Passaic, N. J., ends of each egg and divide into four
last week caused a panic among the slices, dipeach piece in the well-beaten
freaks. The “three-legged" man, in yolk of an egg, then In bread crumbs
making his escape, forgot his third rather highly seasoned with pepper,
salt and a teaspoonfulof 4ery finelyleg. The principal damage done was
A

fire in a

Cenlral Drag Store.
H.

KBEMER,

(One door east of

M. D.

post-office.)

minced parsley; fry in boiing butter
complexion of the tattooed CirPure Drugs, Chemicals,
until brown, servo with poll toes sliced
cassian princess. She waited to rescue thin and fried to a light prown; garSoaps, Perfumery,
somq of her belongings, and the fire- nish with parsley.
men inadvertently torned the hose on
Toilet Articles,etc.
How to Preserve the Tafle Cloth.
her, with the result that most of the
The custom of b __ ___ a*tab°l©cloth A fuh ,,n0 °f Domestic and Imported
tattooing was washed off.
Cigars.
instead of shaking it aa formerlyhas
Pertorlptlon*carefullypot op.
two good points. It dooi not scatter
Tire valuation of wealth in the
• ells wnmiptly anewered, ulsht or day,
th© crumbs abroad, bujL^ollects them
United States is three times ae great tidily. And it doetrikot crumple the Office honrt, si offloc in store-8 to 9 a. M..*nd
Stofip.M. Residence oorter Twelfth tod Mar
tt-ly
by which Jefferson added a vast terri- as in 1860 and twioe as great per cloth, which was
mussed at the ket
tory to the poaaeasioni of hie country, capita.
old time method o
*g the table.
Batifw.,.

V.'

to the

'

streets.

locket we did not dare to fill, although year. Whiskey and morphine are asMony to Loan.
selfishnessprompts within us all a de- cribed as the causes of Mr. Donald-’
' The Ottawa County Building and
sire to occupy this place. We will be son’s downfall.
, Loan
Associationhas money to loan
satisfied however if within the one side
Q. VAN SCHELVEN, Editor.
B. C. Faurotof Lima, 0., the proyou place the image of him whose jector of the railroad that was to nin ' on real estate security.Apply to the
secretary.
voice nas for the last two days stirred
through Allegan aud have its termiSATURDAY. FEB. 3, 1S91
C. A. Stevenson.
our souls, and warmed our hearts, and
nus at Saugatuck,has been arrested
2tf
if within the other side you place the
for perjury. He was rated at one time
image of her, who to us has been an at from >500,000 to >1,000,000 and bore
Y. M. C. A. Notes.
Mrs. Emily Thorne, who resides at
example of noble Christian womanThe attendanceat tb« gospel meet- hood. andwtnto you has been the the reputation of a keen, daring and , Toledo, Washington, says she has nevsuccessful financier; but the bubble er been able to procure any medicine
ing Sunday afternoon was 139. The joy and inspiration of your life.
has bu rated.
i for rheumatism thatrelievesso quickly
We give this watch to you with the
leader next Sunday will tie Win. H.
From Otsego comes this complaint : j and effectuallyas Chamberlain’s Pain
hope and prayer that you two may
Wing.
grow old together, that no acci- It is a disgusting sight to see from 20 Balm and that she has also used it for
The board of directors met on Mon- dent may snap its mainspring, nor to 30 bovs and young men line up on i lame back with great success. For
dayevening and elected its officers for sever the silver cord that unites you either side of the walk as one retires! sale by Haber Walsh, Holland, Mich.
from the church services Sunday
the new year. The followingis the to life.
evening. Boys are there at that time
complete raster:
These words so fittingly associating who never enter the church and think
President—John C Post.
the lecturer and the recipient with the it Is smart to make remarks about
Yice president^-Gerrit J. Dlekema. event of the evening echoed the senti- this one and that one. Parents who When Baby wa* Rick, wo gave her Oaatorla.
permit their boys to thus conduct
Secretary—Cornelius M. Steffens.
ments of all present, and the presen- themselvesare not doing their duty When aha was a Child, she cried for Castor!*.
Treasurer— Wm. Brusse.
tation was again and again applauded in the training of them. It is a nui- When the became Ml*, she clung to Castorla,
Directors— G. W. Browning.Dr. J.
by an* audience in full accord there- sance pure and simple and should be When ti* had Children, ahe gave them Castorla.

Holland City News.

,

!

Kole, Wm. H.
Schelven, E. P. with. President Post attempted to
Stephen, C. S. Dutton, G. J. Van respond, and succeeded-in part only,
Duren, Dr. J. A. Mabbs, J. A. Kooythe surprise being so complete.In
ers, B. Steketee.
Executive committee— G. J. Dleke- acknowledging the beautifulgift, he
ma, Wm Brusse, Ja's Kole, Dr. J. A. desired it understoodthat the act with
Mabbs, G. Van Schelven.
which it stood identified,on his part,
Finance committee— Wm. Brusse, was viewed in the light of duty; that
G. J. Van Duren, G. W. Browning,
it was his wish only to do more, and
E. P. Stephen,B. Steketee.
that with the help of all the good work
Educational committee— G. Van
Schelven,Dr. J. G. Huisinga,Wm. II. of the Y. M. C. A. of Holland had onWi^g, J. A. Rooycrs,C. M. Steffens. ly fairly begun.
G. Huisinga,

r
Job Printing.

o

C
Fancy or

Plain, Quick

and

Seat.

James

Wing, G. Van

Socials— Ja’s Kole, Dr. J. G. Huislnga, Wm. Brusse, Arthur Van Duren,
11. P. Streng, Levi Jacokes.

Gospel meetings— Wm it. Wing, E.
J. A. Mabbs.
Reception and rooms— Dr. J. G.
Huisinga,Ja’s Kole,G. W. Browning.
Gymnasium— II. Geerlings, Wm. H.
Wing, E. P. Stephen.
P. Stephen, Dr.

*

# *
Theeventof the week

was the

en-

tertainment on Thursday evening, in

Lyceum Opera House.

It consisted

stopped.

Book Printing.

Port Sheldon.
The

first month of the year Is about
to close. How many who on the incom-

Bncklfo's Irnica Salve
ing year made a resolution to reform
The Best Salve in the world for
some of their late habits can look back
and say: well, I’ve got over my first Cuts, Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, SaltRheum, Fever Sore, Tetter, Chapped
month and still have kept my word.
Rumors are heard again about the Hands, Chilblains Corns, aud all skin
improvement of the roads in the town- Eruption, and positively cures Piles,
ship of Holland leading to the city of or no pay required. It is guaranteed
Holland. A meeting will be called at to give perfect satisfaction,or money
the house of Mr. Grootes at the town refunded. » Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by Heber Walsh The Drugline, for the highway commissionersof
gist.’
College Items.
Olive and Holland Townships and the
The January number of Tfu Anchor citizens to consider tlje subject In time
to apply for an appropriation.Mon- Subscribe for the News, >1.00.
is out, under a new editorial manageday a farmer coming into our township
ment: Editor-in-chief, Edward D. had the misfortune to tip his load
Dimnent; associate editors, Benj. J. twice between the “gravel"and the
OLD GOLD!
Hoffman, Miss Cora S. Van der Meu- Five Pine Hill. We nope there will
If you will pick up all the old gold
be a general turn out. The road is
len, John J.f De Jongh, D. G. Ruigh,
you have, such as Lace Pins, Ear
sparsely settled, but used more than
Jas. E. Moerdyke.
any other road in the township, it be- Drops, old broken Rings, Gold Pins,
Clasps, etc., and bring them to L. P.
In order to still further add to the ing the main road between Olive and
Husen, between now and Feb. 10, I
Holland.
And
not
many
of
the
citithoroughness of the curriculum of
will make them into a lovely plain
zens of Holland town having to use
the institution, it bas been deemed
band Ring for 25 cents, or engraved
that part of the road, it is neglected,
best to take Political Economy out of and it bas been years since anything band for 50 cents.
Remember that the time is limited.
its present routine course and treat it has been done on that part of the road.
Hence, do not delay.
more specially. This branch of study So turn out every body, and show the
T, U Htrsu-v
township that It is time something be
has been placed in charge of the folHolland,
Mich., Jan. 5,' 1894.
done to put the roads in a passable
lowing gentlemen from this city: G. condition. Due notice of the meeting
J. Diekema, J. C. Post, A. Visscher will be announced through the pap-

Mulder Brothers,

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
VAN DER VEEN BLOCK.

HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.

two parts. The first was a lecture,
by Rev. J. T. Bergen. Subject: “The
Lay Preacher.” The speaker was introduced, or rather presented,by his
successor in Hope church, Rev. H. G.
Birchby. He opened with a due acChildren Cry for
knowledgement of the honor conferred and Geo. E. Kollen, who will divide ers.
Our suburban village of West Olive Pitcher’s Castorla.
upon him in naming the Y, M. C. A. the time between them so as to
is
in quite a commotion over the
hall in this city after him. With a give four lectures a week. Mr. Diekeoffices which Uncle Grover has at his
slight reference to the part taken by ma will treat upon Production and
command. Mr. W. Davidson Is somehimself in the founding of the associa- Exchange; Mr. Post upon Distribution what like Frank Lawler of Chicago.
tion and attributing its \ subsequent and Consumption;and Messrs. Vis- He had a great longing for the post
and present success to the noble ef- scher and Kollen upon the Applica- office, having made two applications
for the position, but did not get it.
forts of those that followed in the tion of Economic Principles.
Cannot Grover give him a consulship
Efforts are being made for a suc- toTimbuctoo,or some other out of
work, he congratulated the citizens
of Holland upon the growth of the cessful -‘Normal” this summer, on an the way place, to relieve our citizens
of the anxiety in his behalf.
city, assuring them that itsprospeiity, extended scale. The aim is to bring
Neatly and Substantial Bound.
A petition with 38 signatures has
its prestige and its influence |would it up to the Chatauqua plan. With
been sent to the Postmaster-General
always be watched by him with the this in view negotiationsare pending
with the Macotawa Park Association,
deepest interest.
fl
The speaker then entered upon his and much will depend upon the out- u) our nearest post omce, and it spoils
half a day to go for your mail, while on
address, the prominent thought of come thereof.
Van der Veen Block, cor. River and
the road to Robinson thfif have a post
which, was the Y. M. C. A., the leadEighth streets. 2-tf.
office every two miles, ope... at the
ing lay element of the evangelical
NEIGHBORS.
North Holland church, one at*^Crlsp
as they call it, one at Olive Centre,
church. Limited time and space forone at Ottawa Station,and one at
bid us from entering upon an extended
Saugatuck.
Robinson, with adaily mail.
outline of the many practical obserFrank B. Wallin of Grand Rapids, Our shingle mill has started up again
vations and witty sallies of the lec- formerly of Saugatuck,has established after a shutdown of about four weeks;
a new town in Benzie county on the It has a good supply of bolts piled up
ture.
G. & W. M. railway, where it crosses
The second part of the entertain- the Betsey river. It is named Wallin, around the mill.
Your article on the practicabilityof
ment had not been publicly announced, after its founder.
Monday, February 5.
getting a canning factory, in your
and hence it was a surprise to most
Commercial: Work of painting issue of Jan. 20, is a good one. The
when at the close of his address Mr. and fitting out the steamer Saugatuck citizensof Holland and the surround- The Famous Comedian,
of

Stodard’s

*•

Portfolio

»

MOYERS.

JOHN

OUR

OPERA HOUSE,

Bergen invited Mr. G. J. Diekema,
vice presidentof the association, to

commenced.
Some of the Republicansof this village and vicinity are discussing the
has

ing country are all interested in the
welfare of Holland city and anxious
for all the factoriesthey can get. Your

MR.

JOHN

DILLOtf,

the platform.
plan of organizing a McKinley Club.
correspondentthinks It high time
and an excellent Company in the sucThe jecent unexpected,munificent
A. C. Zwemer went to Grand Rapids there was a fruit canning factory there
cessful! Comedy.
and unostentatious gift of the presi- Monday under engagement by the and now would be the time to -tart
dent. Mr. John C. Post, to the associa- Wallin Leather Co. to build an addi- it, to be ready before next fall. The
farmers would l>c stimulated to go
tion, as given in the annual report tion to their tannery. He will be abmore into fruit growing since it would
sent several weeks.
publishedlast week, had impelled the
pay m »rr than rye or wheat.
At a business meeting of the Conboard of directors to take some action gregational church society last Thurs- Revival meeting are being held every
expressive of their appreciation,and day evening, it was decided by a prac- night in sehixd house No. 7, with
with the asistance of the members and ticallyunanimous’vote to retain foran- crowded houses.
We have still hopes of being able to
friends of the association they were other year the present pastor, Rev. W.
R. Seaver.
get our annual supply of ice. as our
enabled to carry this into effect on
river is again closed after being open
(Few and far between)
this occasslon, as will be explanined
for two weeks.
Grand Haven.
by the introductoryremarks of Mr.
In view of the early vacating of the
A laugh from Btart to finiHh.
court house the Tribune observes:
Diekema:
If you desire a luxuriousgrowth of
“ManyraemorleswillundoubtedlyclusOne of the most impressive sermons ter around the old court house, long af- the healthy hair of a natural color,
You will enjoy it.
nature’s crowning ornament of both
ever preached to us by the eloquent ter it is removed from its present site
sexes, use only Hall’s, Vegetable Sicilecturer of the evening, was upon the to serve another purpose. For years
lian Hair Renewer.
-subject “The Mountains.”The par- it has been the scene of all the excitticular lesson he decribed the moun- ing county conventions and many a
FICTION BECOMES FACT.
tains to teach us was unselfishness.lie noted trial. County officerslong since
Prices, 50, 35, 25 cents.
pictured the spring bubbling up near dead have served the people of Ottawa A wnt«r WHo Tim* Written Vablo* TH*4
a mountain summit, forming into a in the old building. Scores of prisonllmrm Turned Otil
JTftate.
rivulet, and finally rushing down in a ers have been sent to Jackson and the
In one story I had a character whose
mad torrent along the mountain’s other state penitentiaries from that occupation was that of an analyaer of
Kov. ID 1803.
craggy side, sweeping with it, rock, court, and many of the recollections
lara, specimensbeing sent to him from
earth and bowlder and fertilizingthe are far from nleasanfc, but still the old
WEST inHTIIGAX K’Y.
all parte of the world, says Frank R.
valley below.
structure will be looked upon with a
Stockton, in McClure’sMagazine. In
Truly, all nature teaches us unsel- kindly eye after serving so well.”
Trains depart from Holland:
this connection a foreigner inquired of
fishness.The mineral kingdom gives
Mrs. Dr. A. Vander Veen sprained
of itself to feed the vegetable king- one of her limbs by falling, tHe other him if there were any rolcanoee near
nm.
H.rn.
dom, and glories in the fields of gold- day.
Boston, to which city he waa on his ForChlcnKo.
8 35
*1230
p.m.
en grain, the fruits of self-sacrifice;
way. The preposterousidea waa, of
“ Grand Unplds.. 1 25 9 :io •5 00 pm. ;Rxm
| 0 86
the vegetable kingdom in turn yields l
course,
quickly
dismissed
in
the
story.
“ Muskejron nnd &.rn. in. pm.
Graafschap.
p.iu.
up itself to support the animal king-, )
•5
00
Grand
Haven..
8
10
1
25
6
40
P30
But I received a letter from a scientific
“
Hurt
and
Penton
dom and rejoicesin its singing bi
wator ........... 8 10
fi 40
iin-1
and lowing herds; both the animal a
“ Manistee
5 OJ
I 25
igei
vegetable kingdoms unite in thefr day, after a short sickness,at the ag
“
Big Knplds ..... 5 I/O
1 25
Bob ton, but In a spot now covered by
“ Traverse City.. 5 00
1 25
self-sacrificingsupport of man. Tlfe of 0ft years. She settled here in 1847
the ocean, there exiatod in j-rcbistoric
river rushes on to lose itself in the bos- and lived in Graafschap ever sin
“ Allegan
10 05
9 45
om of the great ocean, but by a strange She leaves a husband, three sons, Lu- times an active volcano.
“ Charlevoix, PeAs
to
the
practical
application
of
to*ky
500
cas,
Henry
and
Benjamin,
and
two
natural law of compensation the waters are gathered up into the heav- daughters, Mrs.S. Den Uyl and Jennie. pome of my fanciful inventions, I may
ens, then distilled from the clouds and At the funeral Rev. F. J.Zweraerlead Bay that two young ladies on Cape Ood
Trains Arrive at Holland.
again flow through the valleys along the services; prayer was offered by imitated the example of Mre. Leeks
p.tn. pm am p.m. pm.
the river’s banks. So man finds his Rev. J. Keizer, and Rev. A. Zwemer, and Mrs. Aleshino, and haring put on
Proa Chicago ...... 1 25 9 30 •5 00
highest idol and his truest field of use- who has known the deceased many life preservers,and each taking an oar,
am.
fulness as he loses himself in Divini- years, delivered the address.
“ Grand Raplda 8 38
found no difficulty in sweeping them12301 I40|
**
Muskegon
and
p.tn am.
ty.
selves through the water, after the
Grand Haven. 10 06
948 10 05 11 45
fashion of the two good women in the
Allegan County.
pm.
am.
This sermon about the mountains
200| am. 12 30
y. I will also say that the negw- •* Manistee
did not fall upon stony ground, and tof oo 12 30
Electric lights in Fennville are now
grarity machine is nothing but a
day bears its golden fruitage In the
12 80 2 09 e“ "
a settled thing. At the council meetam. pm.
building of “Bergen Hall,” and the oi^
leneed
balloon.
As
soon
as a man
ing Tuesday evening, the vlllagi
8 10 6 10
ganization of the Holland Y. M. C. A.
...... 12 30
made a contract with A.- L. Coates fo: can make a balloon which can beak hie
•209
in the services of our friend Mr. Post
weight
and
can
also
be
put
in
a
money
four arc lights,of 1,000 candle powe
•Dally, other trains week dayi only.
as its first president, and in his unselbelt, he can do all the thirds the* the
each, at a total annual cost of $168.
fish gifts, aggregating to nearly one
man in the story did.
One
of
the
employes
of
the
Otsego
thousand dollabs during the past
Now- 19» l893paper mills, while sorting old I may also say that naval men haste
-year.
paner found in ah envelope four $1 written to me stating that It is not im- LANSING A
R.R.
At its first annual meeting the othbills in greenbacks, and a 50-cent possible that some of the oontrivanoee
er day, the Associationpassed proper
scrip. They were of the issue of Au- mentioned la “Tbc Great War Syndi- L'v Grand Rapid* ........
resolutions of thanks, to its president
gust, 1865.
r. Grand Ledge .........
cate” may some day be used in marine
for his generosity,but words but
* Lasalng .......
_ _______
_ ____
warfare. I myself hare no doubt at - HOiftll.
Sinator Stock bridge
has introduced
feebly express our sentiments;actions
sp^ak louder than words, and I have a bill to correct the military record of this, tor there is no reason why a tui*- •.* Detroit,
j tle-baeked little iron-clad, almoet subtherefore been requested as a represen- Gapt. E. B. Bassett of
tative of the Association,to present
Frank S. Donaldson, at one time merged, should not steam under tlw
to yon, Mr. President,this token of prosecutingattorney of this county, stern of a great man-of-war like (he l fdmore, .............
our ‘appreciation,and 1 assure you but since^a resident of Grand Rapids “Camperdown,” and, haridg disabled
•• bXvk::::::;::;::::
tha^ we give it to you with feelings of has been convicted of refusing to pay the propeller blades, tow* her nolena
Haginaw ........
i esteem, as genuine as its solid over money collected for a client and volens into an American port, whow
GEO. DE HAVEN, GeneralPMtenKerA^ent,
id as lasting as its jeweled set- sentenmi topay a fine of SMO and to Leonid be detained until p^oesho^d
Grand Bat
The empty chambers of this be confined in the county jail for one ^ declared.
v 4
Jitt HOLCOMB. Agent.

A

Modern

Husband.

Ureyman.

Sale at

E,

VANDERVEEN, Hardware, Holland,

40

Mich.

Pounds of Flour and 12 pounds
of Bran and Middlings given in exchange for one bush-

Wheat.

el of

te

CHICAGO

ANP

W

Unequalled facilities for grinding grists of Rye, Buckwheat, Com, Oats, and Barley.

The Walsh-De Boo Milling
Standard Boiler

Mills.

Co.,

Holland, Mich.
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DETROIT

NORTHERN

Slaughter Sale
-OF-

FURNITURE,
TO

MAKE ROOM FOR THE

SPRING SEASON.
f
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Our Stock is offered at prices which defy competition.

.

Allegan.
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Holland, February 1, 1894;
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THE PROBE.

INTERESTINQ PARAGRAPHS.

JEALOUSY CAUSES

A

8PECIAL FARMING.

TRAGEDY.

Some Thing* Which the Average Agri-

A Budget of Hews from Many Points In A MichiganMan ShooU HU Wife and to
culturist Should Consider.
Himself Wounded by Officers.
Michigan.
One
of the most serious objections to
It It to Be Applied to the FalsifiGrand Haven, Jan. 28.— A messenSmallpox has appeared at Otsego.
special farming is the difficultyIn
cation of Election Returns
Ann Arbor is having a 130,000 sewer ger reached this city at 7 o’clock Saturday night from Robinson township, maintaining the fertility without either
constructed.
purchasing foods or fertilizera It i* a
The Grand Jury Sanimnoed to InTMtIDetroit newspaper men have organ- about 10 miles southeast of this city,
well-settled fact that any system of
search
of
the
sheriff
and
a
Cate the Frand by Which the Salized a “Fellowcrsft club."
farming that does not return to the
aries Amendment Was Rephysician,
and
reported
that
durEastern Michigan stave mills put out
land in proper quantities those constitported Carried.
ing the afternoona man mimed Hawabout 200,000,000 pieces last year.
kins had shot
through uents of plant food that are drawn
Forty-six thousand salmon have been
SRXRATIO!* AI, DEVELOPMENT LOOKED FOR
the neclc A local console named from it by such system, must, in the
placed in the river Raisin at Monroe.
William Foster, who. witAwo assist- long run, be a ruinous one.
Laxbixo, Jan. 29.— Judge Person will
Olivet college now has about 200 stuIf situated where food or fertilizers
ants, went to arrest Hawk Jl, was fired
formally issue the call conveningthe
dents. The endowment fund is f,’47,000.
can
lx* secured at a price that it will
upon by him as they approached the
grand jury at Mason on Thursday,FebA lodge of the Benevolent Order of house. The officers were not harmed. pay to purchase ami use, special farmruary 1, to investigate the fraudulent
ing can often be made very profitable.
canvasses upon the saAnries amendments Elks has been establishedat Muskegon. Constable Foster then fired on Hawkins
Rev. Montgomery, of Ypsilanti,has with a shotgun loaded with buckshot, But in this the conditions must be faof 1891 and 1893 and ^ch other matters
vorable. Soil, climate and market
as niay come before it The panel will been appointed to a naval chaplaincy. wounding him so severely that he died
Hancock has two polo clubs, and they The messenger reports Hawkins’ wife must be favorable.The natural capacconsist of not more than twenty-three
ity of the soil must be considered.If
jurors and not less than sixteen, ten of invite challenges from all other clubs probably fatally injured. The sheriff
whom may agree upon an indictment in the state.
and physician have left for the speoial fertilizersare used one must
The jurors will be charged specially The Lake Superior iron product for scene of the tragedy and no further understand the nature of the soli and
upon the frauds in connection with the 1893 is less than that of 1892 by over particulars can be learned until of plant growth in order to use them to
The Beet in the Market.
a good
salaries scandal.
their return. Jealousy was undoubtedly
8,000,000 tons.
Nearly
all local markets are easily
Attorney General Ellis has returned
Mason county will have a special the cause of the trouble,as Hawkins, overstocked, and unless convenient to
to auditor general for deposit in the election February 5 to vote on the good who was In the city Saturday, told a
state treasury 1296, that being the roads proposition.
merchant he was in trouble,having a a general market prices will usually get
low. The kind of product must deteramount of salary paid him on the audBlissfieldsaloons and billiard rooms few days before discovereda man mine this. Some products will bear
itor’s warrants during the last seven
named
Ellsworth,
who
is a mail carrier
are compelled by ordinance to close at
months as increaseof salary allowed by 7 o’clockeach evening.
between Holland and Grand Rapids, in transportation much better than others. Generally the more condensed
the legislatureof 1893. As he claims
his house alone with his wife. Hawkins
Michigan lumbermen hail the cold
and the less perishable the better they
the amendment of 1891, which inand his wife are comparative strangers
weather, as It facilitates the moving of
will bear transportation.
creased his salary from fl.KOO to
in this locality, having moved to Roblogs from the various camps
It is true that in some cases a special
12,500, was carried despite the forinson last summer from Texas and loA Jonesville carriage manufactory cated on the fnmi where the tragedy line of customers can be secured that
gery in the Gogebic county relast week made a large shipment of
will consume all of the product we can is the number of packagesthat we expect to furnish to our customers the
turn and the throwing out of the vote
occurred.
business wagons to Australia,
get reaily for market, but this is the
coming year.
of Gratiot county, he does not propose
BOY
THIEVES CAPTURED.
exception,and one must be reasonably
The
next
fair
of the Huron County
to return any further sum unless the
sure of them before undertaking a
courts decide against him. The other Agricultural society will be held at Police at Detroit Are Now Looking for
special line of any extent The natural
Bad
Axe
October
3, 4» 5 and 6.
the
Inatructors.
state officers whose salaries were inwill help
Judge J. D. Platt, of Waterloo, la.,
creased by the amendment of 1898 last
Detroit, Jan. 81.— The police have tendency of special farming is to gradweek drew their salaries for January died at Port Huron, Saturday. For arrested a gang of boy thieves who have ual exhaustion of the fertility,alub create1 a call
at the constitutional rate in force be- thirty years he lived in Illinois.
been operating with boldne»s and though the results may not be seen for
' Ttie Remedy lor fieadaclie.
At Gibeonville is an altruistic com- success for the past month in the west- some time, depending somewhat upon
fore that amendment was erroneously
for the
WBIUUXTEDTOCCnBALLKIMiSOFHEADACUE.CONTAINS
munity of which any family may be- ern part of the town. The gang num- the condition or amount of the fertility
declared carried.
no poisons. Has no
of
the
soil
But
with
ordinary
manLaksino, Jan. 80.— Gov. Rich has come a member by paying f 100.
bers ten members, the oldest being 21
agement the effect is sure to show eithAN OFFER : Cat this oat and take it to yoar nearest druo- <
made application to the supreme court
In Hope college at Holland there are and the youngest14. They have robbed
1st. If he does not keep ••Magic Celeby" send us his ad- (
er
early
or
late.
for a mandamus to compel the clerks students from ten states, as well as saloons,stores, dwellings and manufacdress and exactly what het told you, and we wUl send
that cures
Dairy farming is often followed with
you a package free of o -st.
of the counties of Gratiot and Gogebic from the Netherlandsand Japan.
turing establishments, and their booty
profit,but ordinarily this means the
Price at the Prog Store 25 Oent$.
to send in new returns of the canvass
The annual meeting of the Van Buren consists of everythingthey could lay
Will Z. Banos, Pharmacist. Oraud Rapids, Mich.
of the votes cast on the constitu- County Teachers’association will be hands on and realize anything purchase and use of more or less mill
tional amendment of 189L increas- held at Hartford February 9 and 10.
from. Detectives in their haunts feed. Gardening or track farming is
followed with profit,but this means
ing the attorney general's salary
The Battle Creek Adventistshave have found nearly $1,200 worth of
from 1800 to 13,500. It was in these sent out since October 26,000,000pages booty and say they have only just be- the purchase and use of more or less macounties that the errors in the canvass of one tract on the Sunday question.
gun to unearth it The boys were fully nure as a fertilizer.Both require good
and reasonably convenient markets
of 1891 are alleged to have been made.
Four infuriatedwomen horsewhipped equipped with revolvers, masks and to be most profitable.General farming
The governor, in the same application,
Albert Li^ipgstonand drove him out safe-breaking tools, and the police are admits of better opportunitiesfor keepasks the supreme court to compel the
of Benton Harbor for attempted as now trying to discovertheir instructors. ing up the fertility and of taking adboard of state canvassers to convene,
sault
IS THE —
vantage of the markets and, under
KILLED FOR HIS CASH.
correctly canvass the returns and deWhen Perry Hannah's daughter was
average conditions, of making moat
clare the result The court will probamarried at Traverse City she received Robber* Murder an Aged and Wealthy profit —Prairie Farmer.
MOST POPULAR REPUBLICAN NEWSPAPER OF IDE WEST
bly grant an order to show cause and
Bachelor Near Detroit.
$10,000 as a wedding present from her
set a day upon which a hearing in the
Detroit, Jan. . 81. — News has just
THE VALUE OF MULES.
father.
matter may be had.
reached
here from, Holmesville,10
The Holly Driving Club will hold its
They
Average Hither Than Horse* in AlLaksino, Jan. 8L — The supreme court
miles north, that on Thursday a
most Every State.
has granted an order for Secretary summer meeting on July 3, 4 and 5. wealthy bachelor named Gustave
If nobility may be estimated in
Joachim, Treasurer Ham hi tier and Purses amounting to $5,000 will be Johnson, who was living alone on
DULY (withoutSunday),$6.00 per year. DAILY (wllh Sunday), $8.00 per year.
lollars, the mule is a nobler animal
Land ' Commissioner Berry to show offered.
The business committee of the State his farm, was found with his skull than the horse, says the New York
cause why they should not convene and
crushed,
and
died
a
short
time
after,
The
Inter Ocean, per year, $1.00
Agricultural society has decided to hold
recan vaas the 1891 salary amendment
never regaining consciousness.An 'Sun. Yet there are no autumnal mule
the
state
fair
in
Detroit,
beginning
vote. The order is returnable FebA* * newspaperTHE INTER OCEAN keep* *bre**t of the time* in *11 reipect*.
empty pocketbook was found on the shows, and even if there were It la
hardly probable that flower-adorned
ruary 20. At that time the attorney September 10.
It apare* neither pain* nor expense In securingALL THE NEWS AND THE BEST
floor with other indications that he
Thomas Lyons, of Benton Harbor,
young women would make a practice
general, whose salary is affected thereOF CURRENT LITERATURE.
was murdered for his money, as he was
by, will doubtlesscontest the right of has a slow heart The pulsations have known to have quite a sum about him. of patting the prize animal The only
the present canvassing board to review gone down to twenty a minute, and yet Unknown partiesattemptedto rob him way to pat a mule, accordingto the
Mr. Lyons lives and works every day.
Texas code, is with a fence rail or a
the work of a former board.
last year and he had to fight for his
Is edited especiallyfor those who, on account of mall serviceor any other reason, do
. A farther mutilationhas been dis- The Allegan County Farmers’ Mutual life.
board. The man who collectedhorse
not take a dally paper. In its column* are to be found the week'* new* of *11 the
and mule statistics for the cencovered in the salary amendment re- Fire Insurance company has 108 mem
Dlaputc Over Fair Salvage Money.
world condensedand the cream of the literaryfeaturesof the Daily.
turn from Gogebic county for 189L bers, with 84,755,476at risk. During
sus report shows that the avGrand Rapids, Jan. 31.— The salvage erage price of a mule is $7 more than
The return for regents of the univer- 1898 the assessmentslevied amounted
AS A FAMILY PAPER IT EXCELS
money from the sale of the Michigan the average price of a horse. The orsity voted for at the same time bears to 87,408.
building
at the world’s fair has been dinary mule in South Carolina, which
date of Ajiril 8, while that date upon
Peter Paulson proprietor of the
Supplement, Illustrated, in Colors,
the salary amendment return has Menokauneehouse, Menominee, com- tied up by au opinion from Attorney owns about 55,000 of the long-eared
of EIGHT ADDITIONAL PAGES, making In all SIXTEEN PAGES. Thi» Suppleevidently been erased and “19" mitted suicide by shooting himself General Ellis, who declares that the beasts, is worth about $90; the average
ment, containingSIX PAGES OF READING MATTER and TWO FULL- PAGE
, written over it Attorney General Ellis, through the head. Paulson had been money must be carried back into price of a horse in the same state is
ILLUSTRATIONS, I* alone worth the price charged for the paper.
the state treasury. The fund about $79. Texas probably has more
the only officer affected by the salary on a protracted spree.
THE INTER OCEAN IS PUBLISHED IN CHICAGO, the news and commeramounts
to
$3,600,
and
the
state
mules (about 200,000) than any other
amendment, has gone to Gogebic with
R. F. Siihoneau, of Saginaw, has ofcial center of all west of the AlleghenyMountain*, and Is better adapted to the
a photograph of the return with the fered a reward of $100 for any informa- commissionhad expected to use it state The average price is about $41
needs of the people of that section than any paper farther East.
evident purpose of establishing the fact tion as to the whereabouts of his in paying for an elaborate history of or nearly twice the value of a Texas
It is in accord with the people of the West both in Politic* ind Literature.
that the return was sent back for cor- father, ex-Mayur Leander Simoneau, Michigan at the fair now being pre- horse. In Missouri mules are worth
Please remember that the price ->f The Weekly Inter Ocean IS ONL Y ONE
pared. The commissionwill begin suit about $7 more and in Kentucky about
rection and the change increasing the or for the recovery of his body.
DOLLAR PER YEAR.
in the supreme court to require the $3 more than horses. Only a few states
affirmativevote by 1,000 was made by
The home missions of the Congregaauditor general to honor its warrant have no mules or so few that the stathe county clerk instead of being made,
*
tionalists in Michigan are paralyzed on
for the money, and if this fails the his- tistician didn’t make a note of them.
as charged, after arriving here.
account of lack of funds. The associaBy
special
arrangement
with
the
Publisher
of The Inter
torical work will be abandoned.
One of these states is Rhode Island,
ion has had to borrow $10,000 in order
Died from the Effects of m Blow.
which the mule driver of Texas doubtr Ocean we are able to offer
May Mu*lc Festival.
Kalamazoo, Jan. 8L— William E. to meet current demands and no more
less would think is not any too large
missionaries can be sent out
Ann Arbor, Jam 30.— Prof. Stanley, a pasturage and playground for a fesRansom died at Omaha from effects of
Gov. Rich has appointed Henry A. director of the Universityschool of
a blow received on his head several
tive irftlle of southern birth. Oregon
)
weeks ago in an affray with a robber Haigh, of Detroit assistant paymaster music, has announced having secured is the only state where horses bring
general with rank of captain. He has the following soloists for the May feswhom he prevented from escaping. Mr.
higher prices than mulea The orRansom was a son of Maj. Wyllys C. also appointed Fenton R. McCreery, of tival: Emma Juch and Stewart, sopra- dinary mule out thefe is worth $46 and
Ransom, of this city, auditor of the Flint assistant commissioner to the nos; GertrudeMay Stein, contralto;E. the horse $51. The figures for CaliCalifornia Midwinter exposition.
C. Towne, tenor; Max Heinrich, bariFlint & Pere Marquette railway, and a
fornia are: Mules, $67; horses,$46. In
FOR THE SUM OF
tone; Arthur Friedham, pianist; Fritz
grandson of ex-Gov. EpapbroditusRanCHRISTIAN H. BUHL’S MONEY. E. Giese, violoncellist;Felix Winter Pennsylvania, where mules, famous for
som.
longevity, are much used in the mines,
In HI* Will Mmny Thonunda Given to nitz, violinist The Boston Festival or- they bring about $86; horses, $67. In
PiuMed CounterfeitDollar*.
chestra will assist Three grand conCharitableInatltution*.
this state there are seventy times
Kalamazoo, Jam 29.— The police
certs will be given.
as many horses as there are mules,
Detroit,
Jan.
27.— The will of the
have arrested another man here for
which number about 14,000. A New
late ChristianII. Buhl, a Detroit merOfllre* for Michigan M*n.
passing counterfeit dollars.He gives
Is the time to subscribe for these two papers. The two
chant, bequeaths$25,000 to the Harper
Washington,D. C. Jan. 30. -The York mule is worth $91 and a horse
his name as Ed Smith and is believed
will furnish you the best assortment of reading matter
hospital, $10,000 to the Home of the president has made the following nomi- $76. Mules are prized more in New l\\ J
to belong to the same gang as W. H.
during the winter evenings.
Jersey than in any other state, the av- 1 ’
Culp, who was arrested last week The Friendless, $2,500 to the Protestant nations: Charles II Pratt to be United
erage price being about $100, or $30
spurious money is plentifulhere- Orphan asylum, $2,500 to Working States marshal for the Western district
Women’s home, and P2.500 to the Wom- of Michigan; Alfred P. Lyon, to be more than horses. Illinois has about
TRY IT FOR ONE YEAR.
abouts.
an’s hospital and Foundlings’home. United States attorney for the Eastern 140,000 mules, or more than ary other
Did Not See th« Fight and Died.
Subscriptions received at the News office.
The sum of $10,000 is given to the district of Michigan, and John Power, western state.
This offer Is open to all readers of the News, that pay In advance.
Eau Claire, Jan. 28. — William regents of the Michigan university,to to bo United States attorney for the
SIMPLE SNOWPLOW.
Thompson, of this place, committed be devoted to the enlargement of the Western district of Michigan.
suicide near Jacksonville,Fla, because law library^
It Doe* It* Work as Well a* a Mora
Michigan Sanitary Convention.
Costly ImpUmenL
he did not get to see the prize fight
Drown* Henelf In Shallow Water.
Menominee, Jan. 30.— The state board
He started to drive from here to JackWinter is at hand, and snowstorms
Marquette, Jan. 31. —Mrs. Peter of health will hold its next sanitary may soon be upon ua A. T. L, Westsonvillewith a horse and buggy, but
Anderson
walked out on the ice at the convention in this city April 5 and 6.
arrived a few moments too late.
ville, O., sends to the Ohio Farmer a
foot of Michigan street Tuesday morn- Prof. Delos Fall, of Albion college, has
sketch of a snowplow he has used for
Lived to m Ripe Old Are.
ing and drowned herself in 3 feet of been here and a meeting of citizensreten years or more. It is shown in the To the Farmers!
Houghton, Jan. 80.— Mrs. Fountaine, water. She w as 58 years of age and sulted in the appointmentof a commit- ent, and is made of six-inch fencing
Be sure and look well tbU seanon to your own
100 years and 8 months old, died at hud been confined in the Traverse City tee to arrange a programme. The conFortylumber, 2H feet long, sawed beveling, Interest*. In buying your Hay Loaders and other
Hancock Monday. Considering her age asylum twice. A coroner’s jury de- vention will be an important state
farming tool*.
I keep at present the Rock Island Rake and
she was lively and in good health up to cided that the act was committed while event
Hay Loader combined, wbioii 1* far ahead of anythe time she was thken sick, which was insane.
wellthing yet offered In thl* vicinity.It has already
FurnitureHale* Dec real o.
only a few days ago. Her hearing and
been tested, to the best satisfaction,
by one of
Haskell Orphan Home Dedicated.
Grand Rapids, Jan. 81.— Furniture
onr largest farmer* In Fillmore.Klaas Dykhul*.
eyesight was also good.
Battle Creek, Jan. 26.— The Haskell sales show a decrease. Twice in each
He prefer* it far above the Key*tone.
Also something new in the Hay unloading line,
home for orphan children,costing year the big furniture manufacturers
Killed by m FullingTree.
with which yon can unload yonr grain aa well aa
$200,000, waa dedicatedhere Friday. of this city have a furniture sale, when
Traverse Cttt, Jan. 26.— Adolph
y^e*American Cultivatorand Seeder and Bean located
Mra. Caroline Haakell, of Chicago, gave outside buyers may come and make
Eglestrom, of Marquette,for the past
Puller Combined. Will pall from 8 to 10 acre*
830,000for the home, and it waa named their purchases. These sales are held
Id on# dty.
seven yean a patient of the Northern
The American Dlik Harrow and Pulverizer.
the Uaakell home in honor of her late in January and June, and so far the
Michigan insane asylum, waa Instantly
Alto the North Moleter Spring Tooth Harrow, as
hnaband, Frederick HaakelL
business has faUen short of the averkilled while working with a party of
all steel . No loading np of dirt.
The Five-tooth Cultivator,all iteel.
SNOWPLOW.
patients in the plnm orchard, a tree
Local Option Law Valid.
Land Roller*. Plowa, Hay BOw, Den ble ShovfaUing upon him.
nailed
together,
and
held
in place by a el and Three Shovel Cultivatori,
Harrington's
Hay Fork* and
Kalamazoo, Jan. 28.— Judge Buck
Died in lu Mother** Arm*.
strip nailed on eight inches from the Hay Attachment*.
has
returned
an
opinion
in
the
mandaGrand Rapids, Jan 29. — George
I also keen on hand a fall line of Baggios,Road
Plead* Guilty to PuMlnf Bad Money.
front With this, one can clear as
Is offered for sale at
Kalamazoo, Jan. 27.— W. H. Culp, mus caae of Fred H. Giddings against Bridges took bis wife and 8-months-old much path in five minutes, with a ^Pa^S^lu idtenUorfU called to my new PatH.
KWells,
brought
to
test
the
legalbaby ont for a sleigbrideSunday afterthe balloonist,arrested here for passent Double Trim Brace, which I now pnt on all
horse, as he could in an hour with a my wagon*, and of which 1 am th* sol* propletor
ing counterfeit money and who had 500 ity of the local option law in Van noon. The mother wrapped the child
shovel. A heavy weight must be used for thl* City. Thl* 1* the only true trui* brace a bargain.
bad dollara in his possession,pleaded Buren county. The court decided the too doaely and It died in her anha be- on th;s sled whep snow is deep ^
made. No extra charge.Upon short noticemil
every onlor.ln the Wagon and Blackamitbline.
fore she discovered anything was
guilty and was bound over to the law to be valid.
Carriageand Wagon Painting done In the moat
wrong.
United States court with ball fixed at
E»»lly
Made
Mou**
Trap.
satisfactory
manner.
Was Odce a Billiard Champion.
A/( Wholesaleand Retail- a fall line of Iron
$1,000.
A common punch bowl may be quickCoL BIU* for Commaodcr.
Kalamazoo, Jan. 27.— William BurRI1‘1
•
Dropped Dead.'
Saginaw, Jan. 81.— Saginaw posts of ly made into a trap for capturing mice.
( bay all kinds of Fur*, and keep a foil line of acres can
leigh died Friday morning in this city,
had.
Kalamazoo. Jan. 30.— Henry Collins aged 4L He was at one time the cham- the Grand Army of the Republic will Take a piece of thin shingle about an ^Tlltbe above good* I will aell at close margin,
dropped dead at Decatur Sunday. He pion billiard player of America, having present the name of. Col. A. T. Bliss as inch wide and two inches long. From for Cash, or good Bankable payor.
Thankingyon for yonr |a»t p»tron*ge I «ollcit
was that township's oldest resident,and won. that distinction from Miller in candidate tor department commander one end to the other, taper to center.
Inquire
/
your farther trade during the en*uing season.
during 85 years of life, until a recent Jsew Orleana
to be elected at the annual meeting to That is, cut from both edges to a point
so that the stick will be one inch wide
be hold at Owosso in March. •
accidentshad never been sick a day or
Death of a Banker.
atone end and pointed at the other.
employed a physiciaa
Paw Paw, Jan. 30.— Edmund Smith,
J.
A Fine Home Partly Barncfl. Now bait the point and set the stick up
Michigan Man Get* a dob.
president of the First national bank,
Mknominf.e, Jan. 81.— The residence edgewise, the bowl restingon the wide
Warehouse and
on
Bar Fbakcisco, Jan. 26.— Col J. B. died Sunday, aged 78. He was one of of City Attorney A. L. Sawyer waa end and the baited end coming under
HOLLAND, MICH., Jaljl2.k
Fuller, of Marwivllle, Cal., and a nar the oldest citizens of Paw Paw, and partly burned Tuesday afternoon. The the bowl The slightest touch at the
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and furniture in $6,000, bait will drop the trap— Far mere’
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E. J. Harrington,

ADDITIONAL LOCAL.

sink your life Into his life, your
mission into his mission, and you will
fl nsi vr/viti* nln.asv In
.1 _
_
find your place in this world' and in
the world E tern&l.

Prayer Day for Colleges.
Wednesday of

this

week was

*

Then

_

de-

The exercises in the evening were
signed for this purpose, and the obser- in charge of Prof. Dr. Beardslee .The
vance of that day was more generally subject, “Apostolic Preaching,” was

—
tb*
rwt™
- -

LEO THE THIRTEENTH.

i

— —
Oo.

of th.

Rtmarlmblo Men

Nineteenth
Nlnetoonth

of

Century.

•ry election. Windhorst died, but the
ultramontaneparty still Bred. It supporieo
ported me
the emperor or antagonised

““

of obnoxious legislation. How
cleverly this electoral battle was oon-

ducted was shown a few weeks ago
have noticed one primarily Intended for the theol.
a*m H. Restored th* V*tl«u» It*
^avernment the rofor years. This was owing largely to students,but nevertheless worthy of
Ths* Imporuoo* sod UU17-A cWve* I*"*1 *** Rtotute expellingthe Jeea union service of all the Reformed the close attention with which it was
i)iptaui*t end Ftr-ftMiBf
^rom ^10 empire. The struggle
participated in than wo

What

Ok»- ^

J

of fourteen years now promises to terminate in a glorious victory for the
wily diplomatat Rome, who played his
cards with such consummate skill that
emperor, chancellorand reichstag are
ready to throw up their hands.
In his German campaign Loo was asto the unsisted by Cardinal Mioci&laos Johann
Lcdochowski,the prefect of the propto the students of Hope College and
John
Dillon
will appear in “A Model tition. Neverthelessit may be taken aganda, and one of the shrewdestmen
the other before the Western
In Europe. CardinalLcdochowski ones
Theol. Seminary. Both were held in Husband.” During the sultry days for granted that Pope Leo ts impidly was archbishop of Posen, the Catholic
Bearing the end. He Is a very old
the First Ref. church, and on both oc- last summer Mr. Dillon divided his
see of Prussian Poland. He was one
man who has worked hard during all
time
between
Long
Branch
and
Newcassions the church was well tilled.
of the most prominent sufferersfrom
that portion of life when the physical
Bismarck'ssocallod“May laws," and
In the afternoon President Kollcn port, studying society as seen in all iu
man requires absoluterest from exthe victory of 1893 moat have com pengayety
at
the
fashionable
resorts.
The
had charge of the meeting. In his incitement. When Leo bad the triple
sated him for many anxious hours.
troductoryremarks he gave a very in- object of Mr. Dillon’s study by the tiara placed on his venerable head he
The Franoo-Ruasianalliance has the
teresting report on the state of relig- seashore was to get a few pointers for
sincere support of the pontiffand his
ion of those that attended the college. his new play, “A Model Husband,”
advisers. Ito continuanceand suooess
His statistics showed that in the col- which proved such a great success the
may mean the restorationof the temporal power of the pope, a possible
lege department out of a total of 54 past season. To his surprise, John
union between the Greek and Roman
students 45 were church members and says, there was a great scarcity of huschurches and a return of France to the
bands,
model
or
otherwise,
by
the
sad
in the preparatory out of a total of 154,
fold. This, at least, is the view taken
sea
waves,
but
thathefoundraaniagable
thirty-live sustained the same rela,V
by the ruling powers of the Vatican.
lation. The Y. M. C. A. connected daughters and thoughtfulmamas in
Should future events lead to a realizawith the college showed a membership search of millionaire suitors as
tion of such hopes Leo would forever
live as the greatest pope of many cenof 62 active and 33 associate members. plentifulas tiie sands on the shore. Mr.
turies. Should the war gods decide
Fifteen of its number were engaged in Dillon, not being in the matrimonial
against the French and Russian union
sabbath school work in the districts market, hurried away to act “A Model
churches being held in the forenoon, received. The speaker led his audience
where addresseswere made by the back to the remote days of the aposfSpeCMd Letter.]
local pastors, but more speciallyto the tolic church and Introduced them to
presence in our midst of Rev. J. T.
Bergen, who besides a lecture for the
V. M. C. A., had promised also to dechurch. People are so used
At Lyceum Opera Hall, on
liver two addresses that' day, one

Monday

north of the city, where they

had

ganized four schools, that were

to

or-

day

Husband”

in

name

80 ^

With these words John the Baptist
commences his true relation to Jesus
of Nazareth. The two largest leaders,
John and Jesus, were baptizing in Judea. The Jewish emissary from Jerusalem, apostle to both John and
Jesus, was creating trouble among
John's disciples by contrastingthe
baptismof Jesus with the baptism of
John, endeavoringto excite a rivalry.
They bring the matter to John and
say. “He whom thou bore witness to
is now baptizing and all men go to
him.” Then John sets forth his true
relation to Jesus. “A man can receive
nothing except itbegiven to him from
Heaven; and these bear me witness
that I said before. I am not the Christ,
but I was sent before him.”

Tuesday, Feb. 6, at 7:45 P. M., in
the First Ref. Church, Rev. H. E.
Posker will deliver a lecture before
the Western Theol. Seminary on the
subject: “John of Barneveld,Martyr
or Traitor." All are invited and are
promised a discussionwhich will be
entertaining and instructive,especially to those who have read Motley's
biography of this great statesman
during Holland’s Golden Age. A col
lection will be taken to defray the in-

and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It Is a harmless substitute
for Paregoric, Drops. Soothing Syrups,

rom

teund the papacy weaker than it hod
boon for a long time. Pope Pius IX.,
a remarkableman in many ways, was
but a poor diplomat Instead of conciliating the powers whose help ho
needed moat he frequently antagonised

them. The year

1870 witnessed the
fall of the Papal States as an independent government France, which

be repeated on
next week. This

will

and Castor

Oil.

guarantee is thirty years’ use by

Worms and

allays

feverishness.Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Cord,
cures Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves
teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach

and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Cas»
toria

is

the Children’sPanacea-the Mother’s Friend.

Castoria.
“

Outoria

la

Castoria.

an excellent medicine for chil-

Lovell,Mare

“OastorUkeo well adapted to childrenthat
recommend ttaa superiorto any preaniptfon
known to me."
H. A. Atom, M. D.,
Ml 8a Oxford 8t, BrooUjrn, H. T.

Oastorlala the beat remedy for childrenof
which I am acquainted. I hope the day la not

ment have spoken highly of their expert-

dren. Uotbera have repeatedlytold me of ita
good effect upon their children."
Da. 0. 0. Oaooon,

"

fardiatantwhen mothers will consider the real
Interest of their children, and uae Oaaorla In-

is

years of
eto, Italy, March 2, 18U). Be was the
son of Count Ludovioo Peoci, and was
baptized by the name of VinoenaoGioacchino. He received hie educationat
the Jesuit college at Viterbo and at
Rome. He was a devoted student, became eminent in philosophyand re-

variousquack noreumawhlohare
destroyingtheir loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
stead of the

agents down their throata,thereby — *Hng
them to premature gravee."

I

"

Our phyvidane in the children'sdepart-

enoo In their outside practicewith Castoria,

and althoughwe only have among oar
medical supplies what is known as regular
products,yet we are free to ooofsarthat tha
merits of Oarioria has won us to look with
favor upon it"

Cum

Boshtal are

Diaroam,

Da. J. V. Kiucbxlob,

Oonwey,Aria
Tfcs

Boston. Hire

Aujb a Bure, fVre,

Centaur Company, TI Murray Stmt, New York

City.

had for many years maintained a

cidental expenses connected with the garrison at Roma, ne*ded its soldiers
course.
againet the German invaders, and

“Snow White”

Its

Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys

now almost eighty-four
age. He was born at Garpb>

Leo XIII.
lb© un.

Pleasant

It is

history would still justify Leo's Judgment. Old as he is. he is still fighting
for great things with a conviction in
the justice of his cause which excuses
any and all mistakes.

rather than in real-

ity.

in a flourishingcondition.

Rev. Mr. Bergen then addressedthe
young men of Hope College on “The
True Relation of the Young Man to
Christ." based upon the words of John
the Baptist. “He must increase,but I
must decrease.”

Castor!* is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infknts

THE INDIAN

Victor Emmanuel utilised this opportunity to seise the Eternal olty and

PARSEES.

GrntU, Court*o«* M<t Kind-Good Don**tl« lUtmUom,.

GoirutMd Cm,
We authorizeour advertised drug-

Tuesday evening of
ite environments.The peace which
gists to sell Dr. King’s New Disoov#/\m SX.
/‘I— __
_ ___ •
is done in order to enable all our citi- made France a stable republic and reThe Indian Parsecs number now in nmr
ery for Consumption, Coughs and
zens to take in this highly inter- turned to Germany its ancient provall ninety thousand people. They are Colds, upon this condition, u you are
and always have been devoted subject* affleted with a Cough, Cold or any
esting cantata, which promises to be inces of A Isaac and Lorraine a by*
created a united Italy. Victor Emof her majesty, and we may attribute Lung, Throat or Chest trouble, and
the best entertainmentever produced
manuel removed his capital from
this as much to a certain sympathy will use this remedy as directed, givby juveniles in this city. No efforts
Florence to Rome and thus the center of
with western methods of thpught over ing it a fair trial, and experience no
have been spared in drill and rehearsal,
eastern as to the thought that they benefit, you may return tho bottle and
Then follows the beautiful figure and it is by special request that it will Catholicism became likewise the center
We> •could
of Italian politicallife.
would rather be ruled by entire for- have youramoney refunded.
— w*
drawn from the Jewish marriage cerenot make this offer did we not know
be
again
given,
as
above
stated.
eigners
than
by
those
whom
they
Pope
Pius
never
recovered
from
the
mony. “He that hath the bride is the
that Dr. King’s New Discovery could
might themselves have conqueredhad
bridegroom, but the friend of the Admission 25 and 35 cents. Reserved shock of these startling events. He
be relied on. It never disappoints.
fortune
favored
them,
says
the
Ninebridegroom who standethand heareth seats at Breyman’s on and after Moo made himself a prisoner in the VatiTrial bottles free at H. Walsh’s Drug
teenth Century.
him rejoiceth greatly because of the day at 9:00 a. m.
can and communicated with the world
Store at Holland, Mich., and H. De
bridegroom'svoice.” That is, Jesus is
at large by means of encyclical letters
The Parsec, In tho business of life Krulfs Zeeland, Mich. Large size 60c.
AJ
EWTRANGB
TO
THE
VATICAN.
the bridegroom,and his bride is the
The Ottawa Furniture Company and graceful, but not always clever,
and in public connections, is enterpri* and $1.00.
kingdom of Heaven. I am only the
ing, eminently successful,earnest and
held its annual meeting on Wednes- ecclesiastical diplomats. If profane
solved the degree of doctor of tews
friendofthebridegroom.se there to
history is to b* believed, the year 1877
diligent.He does most things with
Cure for Headache.
prepare the wav and arrange the feast day and re-elected its old board of
while still a very young man. In 1837
was a critical one for the Roman hiercase, is blessed with intelligence,has
and bear the love tokens and then to directors:James Huntley, J. W.
Pope Gregory XVL made him a domesAs a remedy for all forms of Headarchy. Its enemies in the legislative
tact and adaptability,so that his relawait for the bridegroom. Now I have Beardslee,C. Yer Schure, 0. W.
ache Electric Bitters has proved to bo
tic prelate, and in the name year he
.on +
.. ----- ---- centers of Europe passed numerous
tion.*, with all the differingraces around t
heard his voice. “This ray joy is
the very best. It effects a permanent
wae
ordained
priest
He
nerved
as
Browning. W. H. Wing, J. Van Put- laws restrictingthe privilegesof Cathhim are easy and happy. No caste dia- cure and the most dref ___
therefor fulfilled. He must increase,
>adca
habitual
apostolicdelegate at Benevento,Peruten, Jr.. H. Van Ark. The new hoard olic orders and the clergy. The Jesuits
tinctkme have made for him his pro- sick headache yield to Its influence.
hut I must decrease.”
gia and fipoleto,ruling each district
John thus finds his place. In his will meet for the election of officers were expelled from IVussla and other with remarkable suoooas. In 1848 ho fession. as with the find os. Parsecs as We urge all who are afflicted to proGerman states* France showed an insuch are all equally well born and cure a bottle, and give this remedy
work lie has known hut one thing.
on Monday next.
wae created archbishopof Dam let to (Hjxiallywell favored of the Deity. The a fair trial. In cases of habitual conwas preparingthe way of the'Lord hv
and sent to Belgium as papal nuncio.
The A. 0. U. W of this city, Ottaobedience, it was a call for a moral
Heaven-born Brahmin lias not his par- st! jmtlon Electric Bitters cures by
He remained at Bruarelathree years,
change, looking for a new religious wa Lodge No. 168, enjoyed a social
allel among them. Zoroatter came to giving the needed tone to the bowels,
until 1846, when he wee made bishop
economy. Concerning the wav of the evening and supper In Odd Fellows
priest and layman alike. Any comma and few eases long resist tho use of
of Perugia. In 1803 te was made a
Lord. John knows but little. He
will give the range of their vocations. this medicine. Try It once. Largo
hall Wednesday evening, in which
cardinal by Pope Plus IX., and in 1877
bottles onlv Fifty cents at Heber
simply and trustingly obeyed the one
Iwn not medical, legal or educational
Walsh, Holland, Mich., and H. Do
was elevated to the Important post of
who had sent him to baptize with wa- over fifty participated.This order
they are oommercial.Agriculture they
Krulf, Zeeland, Mich.
cardinal chamberlain. From that time
ter, and in this obedience he has found has obtained a solid footing in this
soem to have forsaken with Persian
a larger view of the plan of redempon his work has been of a public charcity and its “benefit” features, in cases
pasture*, although there is now some
The continual successionof bolls,
tion. The appearance of his cousin
acter, tho chief event*, of which I hove
of accident or death, are the strong
prospect of a return to early habits In ilmples, and eruptions from which
Jesus, accompanied by the Theophany
tried to outline in this article.
this
a, poet.
many suffer, indicates an Impure state
of the Holy Spirit,in the form of a points in the organization.
Although Leo Itos in many direc- In domestic relation*tho Parsec of the blood. The most effectiveremdove and the voice of the Father
tions (Jriftod away from tho example
The prospects for Ice remain very
s^ows favorably. He to gentle and edy Is Ayer's Sarsaparilla. It expels
through the Heavens opened to him a
set by hk predecessor, he has Imitated
courteous, while, as in the case of all the poison harmlessly,through tho
greater
andJ L~'
brighter
vista
of Israel's discouraging.Although the weather
.....
*
ns
him in being a voluntary prisoner in children of the win, his affectionsare natural channels, and leaves the skin
salvation and of the redemption forthe has been a little more wintry of late,
the Vatican. He is reported to hare
whole world. The new and enlarged it is not severe enough to form a good
strong- HU treatment of his woman- clean and clear.
said that as long as the flag of the kind to not oriental; no petty jealousy
mission is placed before him.
i. n,
It lt.
is
sized cake.
king floats over Rome he should never consumes him lost tlicy should be us
Ten days loss of time on account of
testimony to the Divinitv of Jesus of
sickness and a dolor bill to pay, is anyNazareth, witness to his Godhead
set foot on its streets. This promise,
powerfulas himself if allowed similar
The treasurer of Holland township,
and his redemptionwork. Thus in
whether true or apocryphal,he has wl vantage*, lie to, perhaps, unneoes- thing but pleasant for a man of a famMr. F. Heyboer, will continue to be
ily to contemplate, whether he is a
his simple and trusting obediencehe
kepi religiously.
OAUDLXAl UIDOCUOWSKl.
sanly luxurious in his style of living, laborer, mechanic, merchant or pubat the office of I. Fairbanks, every
finds his larger place.
The daily life of Lao is mark«ti by and this react* on his clmrocter, makThe first moral demand is “be Saturday, during the month of Febru- ettnatkm to ho ev*n more severe, and great •implicity. H* k regular in his ing him averse to any exertion which lisher. Jas. O. Jones, publisher or the
Under, Mexla, Texas, was sick in bed
Catholic states like Bavaria and Bolr
good,” and only in this spirit can a ary.
habits and the most abstemious would involve personal discomfort. ten day with the grip during Its preglum tolkod in all serlouanoas of ourman hopefully serve in his true place
dweller in the Vatican. To three vir- Doubtless it to not hi* fault, he has valence a year or two ago. Later In
and find it. The first demand is in
Dr. J. D. Wetmorc took the train toiUng tho prcTogutiveo of the pope tues are du* his longevity and almost
been too much the center of hto fum- the season he had a second attack.
and his followers.
the purely spiritualsphere. The secfor Grand Rapids, Thursday.
unlimited
capacity for work. Despite ily s affectionsto be anything but self- He says in the later case I used Chamond demand is in the moral. John
At this critical time tho leaders of tho weight of years h* is punctual at regardingby education.
berlain’sCough Remedy with considfinds his place in obedience and love
Wheat 55.
the Oatholk church began to roaliee tho formal receptions given to th*
erable success, I think only being in
of God and he obeyed him. Obedience
that if there was one among them who
bed a little over two days. -The *econd
faithfuland to distinguished visitors.
SAVE THE FORESTS.
to God’s will is the initiativeto all recould
enooerefullvacisgoulae and neo- He is something of a stickler for etlattack I am satisfiedwould have been
HE WAS IN A HURRY.
ligious life. The right adjustment
tranao the hostile Lufinenore
inftuencre of tho quote*, probohly
Which Our Conutrj-fa* L**ra equally as bad as the first but for the
must first he sought between the hubeoauas tte observOotr *xx D»xn Np**C AWm*4 and All hour it was Cardinal ISooi, who, in
K*r*ljf* Ci>T«ruuj«uU.
use of this remedy. It should be borne
man soul and its fellows.
In
fU^ ...I ^ 1. ____
.*
Curopa »• •»*.
It often happen* that
farthor
___ tho
___
__
___ Ifl
1° mind that the grin is much the
Brptembev, 187T, was created cardinal
The second thing in John’s life in
“Speaking of being In a hurry," retd chamberlain. On February T, 1878,
wego abroad.
aro
8ame as
88 a severe cold
Cold and require*
* Uic more forcible
• UJIj if*
U same
finding his true place was finding Jeft traveler to a New York Sun man, Rope Plus died, and eleven days later
the illustration*that we find to guide precisely the sarae treatment. When
sus. The Baptist has had apparent
us in our action at home, Hay* the you wish to cure a cold quickly and
success. The people hang upon his "reminda me of a man I emoe rew hi tho congregation elected (Winol
the
tower
of
London,
one
of
a
little PAxd hie suooeaaoi.He wae crowned
South’s Companion. The conduct of effectually give this remedy a trial.
words, and we have every reason to
commercial rivals may sometimes af- 25 and 50 cent Iwttles for sale by
think that he could count his congre- party that wae being piloted through Maroh 8, 1878, in the Slstlne ohopel,
Heber Walsh, Holland,Mich.
by
a
beefeater.
He
kept
all
the
time
ford strong hint* a* to how we should
aaremlng the name of Leo XHL
gations by the thousands; that he
manage our own businesa.
forms no organization and refuses Just ahead of the pilot and seemed
The new pops at once reeumed dtp>
Clothing Sales Agent wanted for
even the comfortsof life. Jesus cornes aoxtona to go foeter and get through. fomatfc Interoourmwith the hosds of
Some yearn ago the government of
Holland
and vicinity.Liberal comfrom Galilee and presents himself for Every body olee wanted to see every* foreign government*. Instead of disBavaria sent a skilledforesterto study
missions paid, and wc furnish the beat
baptism. Thus John reaches the first thing, but this man would hawe liked couragingthe development of reasonthe conditionsof timber growth in
and most complete outfit ever provipurpose of his goal. The view is in- to skip soma of there thing* still he
the United Stttoe. While here lie ded by any house. Write at once for
able
labor
agitation h# advised the
tensified when Jesus returns from the couldn't say anythli^, for the pflot
made the remark, as if speaking of a terms. Send 2 or 3 references.
people of all lands to study the
wilderness and has begun with great
mode good thne right along until he eoooanioal questions of the dqy, such
matter generally known and accepted;
Wanamakek & Brown,
success his ministry. In finding Jesus
“In fifty years you will have to Imcame to the figure of a Mg man on a as the relatione of capital and labor,
Philadelphia, Pa.
and publicly testifying for him John
big hone, both in heavy armor and the landlords and peasants, royalistsand
port your timber, and os you will
reaches the height of his earthly work.
probably prefer American kinds, we
His star is In its zenith when it re- man holding a great spear, a most im- democrete. Having thereby woo the
shall
begin to grow them, in order to
Preasto
figure,
representing
I
forget
flect* the light of theSun of Righteousoonfldeno* of the oommoo people ha
now who, but somebody famous in proceeded to oondHato the so-oafled
be ready to send them to you at the remembering. He waa troubled with
ness.
chronic diarrhea and doctoredfor five
XaottBKDaOOK.
proper time."
Thus John sinks his mission Into history, and tbs beefeater talked a aristocraticclaorne by Issuing hfefnthe mission of Jesus, his life into little longer than usaaL Here the moue eneycheol letter (gainst the oo- anae
Wbat an inetano*of scientificfore- months and was treated by four difmmm hkn many unneomaary thought, and withal what a warning. ferent doctors without benefit. He
Christ’s life. No more is heard of man who was In a hurry broke tn,
archfartloai dootrlnmof modern eootak- stepa
then began using Chamberlain’sColic,
John as the great popular preacher. Weis yre’ba said. IhaTs all light, but bnn. Goaorioo* of tha unparalleled
Perhaps it is not yet too late to grow
Cholera and Diarrhea Remedy, of
ThtMtioan,Hk*Mwy
other
Beat
of
His voice grows fainter
ifnter and ,»,uuci
fainter wuoatm stand here an day looUsgat
tmportouM of the (felted States, ha ffowna*&t hat Ni politician*,and on our iown land* the timber we shall which one small bottle effecteda comuntil it is hushed. Farewell,great- that* you know,* and ha movedahaada
pold especial attention to American the*Q hare been far •am* time at woric need a generation or two hence; but if plete cure. It is for sale by Heber
est of Israel's prophets. Go forward
we are to do so, it is time to take rig- Walsh. Holland,Mich.
Ilttia and waited, all ready logo on. We affairs—a study which tormlnotod
to loss and arrest and doubt and aselecting a ooooea>or to the venerable
orous steps to stop reckless forest deall hoped that the beefeater would nay
bat a year ago in Che appotntmant of * bead of thaebaroh. The mort popular
sassination and death. In thy
no attention to him* we need have had
papal reprfoentatireto tbs United eoodldotobefore tha reared oollere struction and to encourage scientfio _ Without the means at hand for comdecline thou art mightiest, in thy fad*
forest cultivation.
bating It, a cold may prove more danng thou art passing beautiful, in los- no fear on that More, for he paid abso- Btotoe In tto pemnet
*11,
geroue than the small pox. No family
lutely
no
attention
whatever
to
him.
ing thy life thou hast found It.
Batoffl.
is safe unless provided for such an emYoung
+ x,u.,h Kuuviciuuu,
gentlemeh, the
Me ©an
call comes An bour or two later ws stood at tha
Freooe, wbtdh had beoomt an opto
ergency.
In sudden attacks of cold,
half
an
acre.
Franco
obtains
almost
gate
and
bads
the
beefeater
good-by.
to you as It came to John the Baptist.
enemy of the church, was brought man
Lao. Cardinal Yaxnnitellft exactly the same sum yearly from each croup, asthma, etc., Ayer’s Cherry PecGo forth Into the world, hot first sub- Tho Impatient mac and I walked around In the oourso of time. As soon
...til ^
__ 'K.a »
polfcy would dllfer from tha premnt
acne of it* forest land hj< sales of tim- toral is an invaluable specific.
mit vour will to the uttermost and away together! He wosnl the woret
M Leo eomineed himself of the ato- line of action, however Ha would
absolutely to the will of
God.
Find
ber. We spend our capital; France
U1 VJUU. ____ man hi the world bv any mean. He
a reconciliationwith lb* Honan
Hardn,aD* Shcriff of Tyler
the right adjustment between your- wae from Boston. He said im was a bility of the republic the vittioaa
makes an income, and safeguards its
ranged
itself on the side of oonrervw- government rather than augment the
Oo-j W- Va., appreciates a goo" -----self and your maker by finding .Jesus, buey man and bod very little time to
capital
and does not hesitateto say i
who
---- is the power of
wi God,
vjuii, for
iur he
lie re- spar* be was going back In the tire republicanism and helped the, Gar- existinghand feeling by giving tl*
Palisay, the famous French potter, was almost prostrated with
cold
net government to exterminate bla- Vatican’s support tp the Franco- Ruamoves the cause of all our trouble and
who woo wise in other things as well when he procureda * "*
steamer he came over In, and, re bs tant anarchist* and half-dementedradlack of harmony, viz. sin, and brings
sion alliance.
bod only four days te do Europe In, he
os in porcelain, declared that the neg- beriain’s Cough Rei
icals. In Germany the church orpanus into perfect reconciliationwith our
Inasmuch, hqwent, ao Laomoy Un lect of forests in' his day was “not a “It gave pro”^ “
really felt ae though be ought not to
Heavenly Father. From this standUeda powerful politioal party u ^
several yean longer speculations se- mistake, but a
bean invali
point you can find your true place. spend half a day hi the towen”
the able leadership of' Windhorst
gueing the views of possible
other brainy men. The
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George H. Ely, a Cleveland banker,
II. Painter was hanged in
Chicago for the murder of Alice Martin died in Washington,where he went to
on May 10, 1801. He protested his in oppose abolition of the duty on iron
BROS., Publishers. nocence to the last
Representative Sulky (dem.), of
CongressmanM. IL Baldwin was Pennsylvania,forwarded his resignaHolland, Mich.
hanged in effigy at Duluth, Minn., be- tion to the governor as a member of
congress.
cause of bis stand for free iron ore.
Near Shannon City, Iu., P. S. Good Col Richard Rom, said to be the
aie, an aged farmer, was murdered by oldeat gambler in the country, died at
two ybuths who were after his money Denver. He was born in 1812 and was
Gov. Wolfe, of Indian territory,in in the Blackhawk war.
Important IntelligenceFrom All Parts.
Mrs Amy Swift died in Washington
his message to the extra sessionof the
Chickasaw legislature advices against county, O., and her twin sister, Mrs.
CONGRESSIONALallotment and statehood, and recom- Pedro Evans, died two hours later in
, < BcgulAr ScmIod.
mends .two delegatesto attend to all Morgan county, O. They were aged 83
U the Mnate the Hawaiian question wan the business of the Chickasaw people and were the oldest twins in the United
Main brought up on the -4th and after an
States. They had never lived more
at Washington.
boor's discussion went over for the day. The
A. M. Leach, lumber dealer and mill than 3 miles apart
MU repealing the feaeral Election laws wan
John D. Stewart, who represented
farther discussed.... In the bouse an amend- otyner at Marysville, Cal, failed for
ttsnt to the iron schedule in the unff bill 1200,000.
the Fifth district of Georgia in congress
tteelnciron ore on the free list was adopted.
Michigan's supreme court has con- for three terms ending in 1890, died at
Who Income tax blU was reported from the
firmed the constitutionalityof the gen- his home in Griffin, aged 59 years.
OMBinittee on waya and means.

MULDER

The News
f

m‘h

IK

p
m.

Condensed.

Di the Sbnate on the S&th the federalelection
few was discussed and protestswere presented
iMtaat the placing01 coal and lumber on the
pWllft in the tariff bill.... In the house an
Mbandment to the tariff measure calling for the
frw admission of all cotton machinery was dofMttd. An amendment to repeal the reelyroclty Motion in the McKinley bill was adoptM. At a democratic caucus It was decided to
ft^Mh the income tax bill to the tariff bill
‘ Ob tbs Mth lbs session of the senate was deYOtsd to a discussion of SenatorCall's public
land resolutionand a general colloquy over the
federal electionbill Adjourned to the 80th ...
the bouse the only amendment to the tariff
MU adoptedwas one Increasing the dnty on
diamonds, unset, to 8j per cent, ad valorem.
Tbe members of the judiciarycommittee adopted a resolutiondeclaring that the secretary of
tbe treasury has no authority to sell bonds to
ttMt the current exoenses of the government.
.

b

To senate was not In sessionon the V7ih....
la the honse the terlff debate was concluded,
•o far as it relates to the customs schedules,
least a hundred amendments were shut out
It was expected a vote would be taken on the
MU on February t, the Interim to be spent in
discussing Internal revenue. A bill was introduced to Increase the revenue by a direct tax
<m land In the United States.

t

To senate was addressed on the 88th by
Senator Teller (CoL) on the president's Hawaiian policy, he taking advanced ground In
favor of the annexationof the Hawaiian
inlands and ultimately of Cuba and Canada.
Tbe house bill to repeal the federal election
laws was also discussed and a resolution was
offered declaring that the secretary of the
treasury has no legal right to Issue and sell the
Sonde and other Interest-bearingobligationsof
the government... The debate on the Internal
revenue hill,Including the provision for the Inoomc tax, began in the bouse.

DOMESTIC.
Koettwg, the convicted Milwaukee
itonker, was sentenced to five years'

I.

Imprisonment by Judge Clemen taon.
As a result of the coal miners’ refusal
to accept a reductionin wages Ohio
operators have ordered the mines
dosed.
A steam heater in a passenger coach
on a Texas road burst and two men
were killed and three injured.
Tex boiler in a sawmill at Newman.
Or., exploded, Instantly killing William Kidd and Oscar Herring. Kidd’s
iMftd was blown off.
Ardbkw Fhakklin, a veteran of the
war of 1818, who lives in Coffee county,
Kan., and is 108 years old, will probably be given a pension of 860 a month.
The Pint national bank of Fort
Payne, Ala., has suspended.
The interior of the hide, fur and wool
home of Adler, Goldman <& Co. in SL

Lonls and the German

;

THE STORMY PETREL.

George

Holland City News.

Evangelical
Lutheran church were burned, the total lost being $160,000.
By the extravasation of blood into
the muscular tissues following a fit of
vomiting Harvey Kenyon, a lad of 13,
livAr at Walch, O., has been practically
'Anmifledbelow the knees.

Qaear Sapentltlona of Old Ballon About
the Bird.

TERRIBLE JXP10SI0N!
Too High Pressure.

—

One of the best known of the sea mmaam TRADE MARK
birds is the stormy petrel. It is
oftenest seen during storms flying
above the waves in search of the shellfish and other small unimals that are
brought to the surface by the tempest,
soys St. Nicholas. The sailors call
petrels "Mother Carey's chickens,"
and do not view themwitlimuch favor,
Will I'OHltivol) Cur
owing to their being constant companions of storms. "Jack” thinks that HKAKTM^KASF.
NLKVOUSPROBTRATIONi
rough weather may be expected when
SLEBI’Lr.ShNESK,AND
he sees petrels about and is not quite All Derangementsof the Nervous Kyoteni.
sure that they do not in some way
UNEXCELLEDFOR INFANTS.
cause the tempest. When the bird is A hlessoJ boon for tired Motbeits ai d Restless
on the lookout for its prey it seems to Babies.
Purely vegetable,gnarantred free from opiates
walk on the water. Hence the sea/00 full siso doses 50 cout*.
men of olden time, in allusion to the
PREPARED BY
ApostiiePeter’swalking on the water,
John Yaryan, probably the oldest called the bird petrel, from the Latin Wheeler
eral banking law of the state.
Fuller Medicine Co.,
At Encinal, Tex., a Mexican named legislatorin the world, died at Rich- Petrellus,"Little Peter."
CEDAR
SPRINGS. MICH.
V olden a shot and killed Miss Josefa mond, Ind. He served as state senator
So far from the sailor being superBold by HEBEK WaLBH. aid MABTIN &
Trevino because she would not marry during the last legislature at the age stitious as to the capture of another
Holland. Micb.
him and then fatally wounded himself. of 94.
31 Iv
kind of petrel, the cape pigeon, which
A BILL was introduced in the Ohio
Mrs. Fontaine, aged 100 years and 3 is of black-and-whitecolor and about
senate which provides that a parent months, died at Hancock,Mich.
the size of a tame pigeon, I have
Judge William H. Calkins, a mem- known "Jack" to take a hand occa- newspapers and Periodicals
may not disinherita child.
Judge Ricks refused at Toledo, 0., ber of congress from Indiana from 1876 sionally in capturingthem ns a bit of
Can be obtainedat reduced rates of
to restrain the receiver from reducing o 1882, died at Tacoma, Wash., from recreation during a dog-watch.
the local agent in this city. Leave
wages of employes of the Toledo, St Bright’s disease,aged 52 years.
In southern latitudes the cape pi- our orders for any publication in the
yo'
Thomas Moonlight, of Kansas, was geons follow a ship in thousands. A
Louis & Kansas City railroad.
U. S. or Canada at the Post Office, with
Upward of fifty families in Sedalia, nominated by the president for minis- common bottle cork is tied to the end
Mo., were found on the verge of starva- ter to Bolivia.
of a piece of thread and trailed astern
C.
Keyzer,
tioa.
so that the cork touches the water.
FOREIGN.
Holland.Mich., May 6, 1891. 15tf
Because the United States Express
This gives the required tautness to the
company is not incorporated in Illinois, The decrees expelling ex-King Milan thread.
L. T. Carson, an alleged embezzler, and ex-QueenNatalie from Servia have
As the birds fly in clouds from side
Glothino Gleaned and Repaired
been canceled.
was set free.
to side astern some of them constantly
A new Servian cabinet has been strike the thread with their wings and
Illinois roads paid dividends last
— AT—
year of 128,712,961,against $25,327,615 formed with M. Simitch as prime min- the resistance is enough to 'turn them
the previous year. Employes in the ister and minister of foreign affairs.
Scheerhoorn & Kloosterman,
over it, when the thread is wrapped
Constance F. Woolbon, the au- around the wing and the bird is hauled
state number 71,884.
Holland.
A wave of anarchy, in the train of thoress, a grandnieceof James Feni- on board. In this manner I have seen River near 9th
which followed bloodshed, arson and more Cooper, died at Nice, Italy.
hundreds caught in a day.
the destruction of property,passed
Timbuctoowas occupiedby French
On one occasion a clipper ship carryover the Mansfield (Pa) coal region. troops. The African city is the most ing passengers to India captured
It began at dawn and at dusk it was important in western Soudan.
pigeons by hundreds and the surgeon
estimated that 8200.000 worth of propFifteen persons lost their lives iu a by some mischance succeeded in enerty had been destroyed. The feeling railroad accident near Samara in the tangling a stormy petrel.
was so great at Mansfield that the dis- southeastern part of Russia.
Now, the doctor was an enthusiastic
charge of all foreign miuers was dePrince Bismarck was given an en- naturalist and what to the sailors is
thusiastic welcome to Berlin and was known as a "land-lubber"— that is, he
manded.
California’s midwinter fair was publicly embraced by the emperor.
was on his first voyage. The doctor at
Fire destroyed 124 houses, thirty once took the specimen to his cabin
formally opened by Mrs. Do Young
pressing the electric button which godowns and a temple in the Japanese and made preparationsto skin and
village of Kaga.
started the machinery.
preserve it. In hot haste a deputation
Business.
Additional advices say that 12,000 of seamen, headed by the old grayBen W. Hughey, AlonzoCarndalland
Perry Wilkinson, hunters,were drowned persons and 50,000 cattle were lost in haired sail-maker, came aft with a reWe call the attention of all
near Shawneetown, 111, by their skiff the earthquake which destroyed the quest that the petrel be set at liberty,
the ladies in Holland and vicity of Kuchan, Persia.
capsizing.
saying that otherwise the ship and all
Bad debt collectorshave swindled American Minister Smythe was said on board would surely suffer.
cinity to our new stock of
residents in twenty-one towns in south- to have made himself objectionable at
The doctor, somewhat surprised,inHayti by giving advice to the officials. tended to set tiie bird free, but his enern Minnesota, securing 130,000.
England’s fear of war is dying out, thusiasm as a naturalist prevailed
Only 3,500 out of 10,000 Iowa coal
miners are at work, and they at greatly and the public is no longer absorbed over the superstitious warning and
with vague rumors of conflict
reduced wages.
when the saiiors had disappearedthe
Fancy GoodB. AIbo a
The 35th birthday of Emperor Wil- bird was added to his collection. The
In a jealous rage a man named Hawkins fatallyshot his wife at Robinson, liam waa celebrated throughout Ger- fact soon became known forward nice line of
Mich., and was himself fatally shot many in a most enthusiastic manner.
among the men and the doctor was rewhile resistingarrest
Thieves broke into the American garded with black looks by the crew
The interstatecommissioners’ report legation at Rome and set fire to the for the remainder of the voyage.
Ciftn’s
on railway earnings for 1893 show a net archives, most of which were reduced
In the course of time the good ship
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In theoe days of keen competition in every
line, when the business

man

1

compelledto
bend his intellectand every energy to the
success of his business;the clerk, bookkeeper, professional man and laborer, to
drive themselvesat a terrific rate, there can
be but one result— an explosion, which, if
not resulting in immediatedeath, leaves
them with shattered brains and bodies.
They are running at too high pressure.
The strain is too great. Something must
and does give way. This is equally true of
women. Though their sphere is more
limited, they have their daily burdens, frets,
and worries, and the resultsare the same as
with their stronger companions.
This conditionis growing worse every
day. The rapidity of its increase is awful
to contemplate. Our homes, hospitals,and
insane asylumsare full of these unfortunates,
and are being crowded still further. There
is but one solution of the matter. Recognize the importanceof the situation at once,
and take the necessarymeasures to overcome iL If you have failing memory, hot
Hashes, dizziness,nervousor sick headache,
biliousness, irritability,melancholy,sleeplessness, fainting,nervous dyspepsia,epilepsy, etc., know that anyone of them is but
a symptom of the calamitythat may befall
you, and even though you have used socalled remedies and treated with reputable
physicians with little or no benefit, give Dr.
Miles’ RestorativeNervine a trial. It is
the only remedy that may be depended
upon for nervous disorders.
" Two years ago I used Dr. Miles’ Restorative
Nervine with marked benefit,and later Induced
mv son. who had been alck with caUrrh of the
bladder five years in the hands of our best physicians. to try it togetherwith Dr. Miles' Nerve
and Liver Pills. He was so wnderfullybenefited
that he is attendingto busine>«again. My wife
also used Nervine with most excellent results.
is

1
i
>21

i
i

All of ui together have not used more than six
bottles of Nervine.Several of our Wends have
It, and are greatlyimproved. "-I.ouis
A Gibbs Plow Co . Canton. Ohio.
Dr. Miles' RestorativeNervineIs sold by all
druggistson a positive guarantee, or sent by Dr.
Miles Medical Co., Elxbart, Ind., on receiptof
price, 81 per bottle, six bottles,15, expressprepaid
It is positivelyfres from opiatesor dangerous
drugs. Free book st druggists, or by mail

hI«o used

Glblit, Bucher

S

>1.1

by

all druggists.

Season.

Pall

1893-’94.
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decrease of three dollars a mile.
The mills of the American Cereal
company at Akron, 0., were destroyed
by firs, the loss being $150,000.
Mrs. Ella Powers, of Peoria, III,
shot and killed her littledaughterand
then committed suicide.
J. II. Bemis and one of his sons, both
of the lumber firm of J. H. Bemis A
Co., of Jefferson. Tex., were charged
with swindling banks out of $.''>00,000.
A large portion of the business section of Bath, Me., was laid in ruins by
fire. Loss, $700,000.
In the report of the agriculturaldepartment at Washington the total value
of the corn crop for 1893 is placed at
$591,025,028.and although the crop is
only about 0, 000, 000 bushels less than
that of 1892 its money value on the farm

to ashes.

anchored in the Hugil

Rosina Yokes (Mrs. Cecil Clay), the
well-knownEnglish actress, died at
her home in Torquay,Devonshire, aged
36 years. Her death removes the last
of that once famous organization,the
Yokes family, from the stage.
The British bark Port Yarrock was
driven ashore in Brandon bay, Ireland,
and her crew of twenty-six were
drowned.
The Turkish steamer Mi was burned
in the Black sea and the captain and
twenty others perished.
Solomon A Mass, bankers of Frankfort and Mannheim, Germany, failed

day at dinner the doctor suddenly
died.

There was

a gathering of

CAM
prompt
MUNN

I

OBTAIN A PATENT? Fora

answer and an honest opinion, write to

dkCO.,whohaTehadneerlrflfty
years*

experiencein the patent business.Oomimnilcatlons strictlyconfidential.
A Handbook of Information concerning Patent, and bow to obtain them sent frae. Also s catalogue of mecha»
IcaJ and scientificbooks sent free.
Patent, token through Mann A Co. receive
special notice in the McientlflcAmerican, and
thns are brought widely before the pabllc without coot to the inventor. This splendidpaper.
Issued weekly, elegamlyillustrated,has by for the
largest circulation of any rotentlBc work in the
world. $3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
BuildingEdition, monthly,giiOa year. Single
copies, *J3 cents. Every number containsbeautifal platea, in colors, and photographsof new
houses,
ea, with plans, enabling builders to show the
latest designs and secure
i
contracts.Address
MUNN £ OoTNxw York, 301 Bboadway.
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and that

Fascinators, Fancy Yarns
etc. Call -and see us before
the sailors purchasing elsewhere.

river

around the windlass that dog-watch
and the doctor'ssudden death was

$500 REWARD
We

at-

tributed by the superstitious sailors to
his slaughter of the stormy petrel.

Mrs

J. B.

GROSE.

I

pay th« above reward for any case of
Liver Com plaint Dyspepsia, Sick headache. IndigestionConstipation,or Coetlvoo»-i«8 we cannot
will

cure with Dr. West's VegetableLiver Pills,
when the directionsare rtrictly complied with.
They are purely Vegetable ai d i.ever fail to give
Eighth St., tw« doors west of City Hotel. satisfaction.Sugar r Kted. Large Imxes 25c.
Arabian Paddlea.
Beware of counterfeits aid iudtnMons. The
genuineinarnfac ur o.,|y by THE JOHN C.
Some of the oldest equine habits
WEST CO.. Chicsg .
.'l-i
which horsemen ever imaginedare to
be found in lands abuttingon the
home of the Arabian, but where he
himself is not to be found: though, indeed, the Arab himself has enough of
oddities.The Kurds ride a tree covered with plaited straw, quite flat and

l.i.

HOLLAND, MICH.

FmBi destroyed St Paul’s Episcopal
loss being
for 20,000.900 marks.
$100,® j insurance, 16a, 000.
Brazilian insurgents captured the
Th Vcnse of a man named Thomson
government
fortifications on Bom-Jeua
was wrecked by a snowslide in While
padded with blankets. This they
island and twenty-five soldiers were
Bird Gulch, Idaho, and his foivr daughnever remove from their horses, exis $50,500,000 less.
killed.
ters were killed.
cept occasionally to dry it out The
The
Western
Boot
&
Shoe
ManufacBy the capsizing of a boat in the harhorse is kept saddled day and night
LATER.
bor at Charleston, S. G, six men were turing company and Bernard Gannon’s
summer and winter. This seems inshoe factory in St Louis suffered a loss
At the conclusionof the financial credible,but is literally true. In
drowned.
discussion in the United States senate
Jeremiad M. Mulvihill, alderman of 8100,000 by fire.
The world’s record for a half mile at on the ;;0;h the bill to repeal the fed- Turkestan the horse, under his saddle,
of the Seventeenth ward in Chicago,
is covered with the Biblical number of
waa shot and probably fatally wounded skating was broken on the canal at eral election laws was considered and blankets, seven, which he likewise
Cleveland.
O.. by John S. Johnston, of it was decided that a vote on the measin a saloon by Mike Fewer, who was
wears at all times, and which are supMinneapolisHis time was 1:16 4-5.
ure shou^ws taken on the 6th. In the
drunk.
posed to sweat him out and keep him
The
safe
of
the
Planters’
bank
at
house th^Bcome tax bill was discussed
Cold weather reduced the pressure
In condition.
Ellaville,
Ua.,
was
blown
open
and
in the natural gas fields around Celina,
at length.
<X, and great suffering was the result $7,500 secured by the thieves
Mrs. W^Lliams, a faith cure enthuIntel-eatingKhollflah.
Charles Owens, living near Dieh- siast, liplRlied a 10 days’ fast at PortTwo Freeport (111) young women
The
shellfishknown as limpets form
awed several cords of wood donated to stadt. Mo . murdered his wife and child, lancl^re.
a very interesting group, of which
then set fire to the house and escaped.
Judge Cox decided in Washington
their chnroh by a farmer.
Minnesota’s
law
directedagainst against the Knights of Labor petition there are many species having a worldTwelve of the hat factories at Danwide distribution.Through their
ticket scalpers was declared unconsti- to restrain the new issue of governbury, Conn., have resumed operations
abilityto cling closely to the surface
tutional by Judge Willis at St Paul.
ment bonds.
with non-unionmen.
of rocks by suction, they arc well proJames
L. Williams, president of the
Many houses were unroofed, fences tected from their enemies. The species
B E Campsex and Fred Miller and
City national bank at Marshalltown, demolished and buildings in coarse of
four others were drowned by a boat
which live on the leaves of marine
la, dropped dead on his way home to erection damaged by a windstorm at
capsizing near Sullivan island, S. G
grasses, as many of them do, have
Baltimore, Md.
Three grandchildrenof Frank Mig- dinner.
Fred J. Sharp shot and fatally Ohio republican legislators in caucus their sides parallel, and in this way fit
gins were borned to death in his house
wounded Miss Kittle Klees at Tiffin,O., decided upon a bill for biennial sessions exactly to the leaves.
at Crawford’s, Ala.
and
then blew out his brains A lovers’ of the general assembly.
Msa. Emil Kellar while Insane shot
quarrel was the cause.
THE MARKETS.
By firing on an insurgenttng Adand killed ber husband,her 9-monthsThe Louisiana supreme court re miral Ben ham emphasized to Brazilian
old child and herself in Auburn, N. Y.
New Yoax, Jan. 31
versed the decision of the lower court insurgents that American vesselsmust
A BIO gold strike was made 18 miles
LIVE STOCK-Cattle .......... >3 75 « 4 44
in the Olympic club case, thus ending be let alona
Shwp ......................2 65 • I 50
from Sorocoo, N. M.
Hogs .........................
5 15 • 6 45
The business portion of Rosamond, J LOUKThree victims of superstition were prize fighting in the state.
W Inter Pawntfl ...... 8 36 a 8 50
William
Botts, a burglar, was sen- 111, was destroyed by fira
Mlnneaota Patents. .........3 50 O 8 W
expelled as the result of the witchcraft
WHEAT-Na 2 Rea.
tenced at Toledo, 0., to imprisonment
A large cotton mill of 8,000 spindles,
triala in the Salem (O.) Methodist
ss§
Ungraded Red.
in the penitentiary for two years long43 ®
the property of the Railway Mill com- CORN-No. .......
church.
Ungraded Mixed ............ 42^0
A trial of the monster Niagara falls er than his natural life by Judge Lem- pany at Oldham, England, waa burned, OAT8— Track Mixed Western.. 84 ©
RYE— Western ................. W §
tunnel water power proved to be a suc- mon.
the loss being $500,000.
Residents of Topeka, Kaa, celeMess, New ............. 14 50 U14 75
The Rhode Island legislature con- PORK—
cess.
LARD-Western................
8 05 0 8 10
The Sherman Oil & Cotton company’s brated the thirty-third anniversary of vened at Providenca
BUTTER-Western Creamery. 18
M*
the state’s birth.
Western
Dairy
..........
13K® 17
mill at Sherman, Tex., was burned,
The little son of Thomas Duncan, a
CHICAGO
His suit being rejected, Charles milkman, was drowned at Selma, Ala.,
the loss being 8100,000BEKVES-Shlppmg Steers ..12 90 0 4 70
Drether
shot
and
killed Mrs. Bertha
Cowa ........................
1 40 c 2 85
Several heretofore reputable farmin a large can of buttermilk.
Uunicke at St Louis and then fatally
Stockers ............... ..... 2 40 © 8 00
ers and merebanta in Jackson county,
Labob representativesmet in ChicaFeeder*
......................
8 00
la., were found to be robbers and ar- wounded himself.
go and organized a new political party
Butchers Steers ............2 80
John Costello,an ex-convictshot to be known aa the Union Labor league.
Bulla ...... - .................
160
rested.
BOOS . ........................
6 00 i
Edward Thompson and his 10-year- his wife and 16- year-old daughter at
At the election in New York city to SHEEP.... ................. 1M •8 80
24)4
daughter were aphyxiatedby natural PitUborgh, Fla, because they refused fill congressionalvacancies EliQnigg BUTTER— Creamery ...... ..... II
Dairy.... ................... It ft
21
to stay in the honse with him.
gas at Indianapolis.
(rep.) was elected in the Fourteenth EGOS— Fresh ..........
18 $
John
B. Johnson and his son George
BROOM
CORNIr the prize fight at Jacksonville,
district and Isador Strauss (dem.) waa
85 00 O60 00
Western (per ton)
fought with shotguns and revolvers
Fla., between James J. Corbett, of Calchosen in the Fifteenth district
60 00 •70 00
Western Dwarf....
while
drunk
at Los Angeles, Cal, and
00
Illinois,uood to Choice ..... 60 00
ifornia, and Charles Mitchell, of EngAs the result of a debate in the ColoPOTATOES (per bu<) ........... 40
land, the latter was "knocked out*1 in both were fatallywounded.
rado legislature CoL Fisk challenged PORK-Mets ....... ...........I« W
Thb petition of the Knights of Labor
the third round, giving Corbett the
LAKD-Steam .................T IS 'ill
Senator Boyd to a duel
for an injunctionagainst sn issue of
FLOUR— Spring Patent* ...... 8 60
title of champion pugilist of the world.
Five men were killed and one fatally
Spring Straights............2 60
Erglard was said to he preparing bonds by SecretaryCarlisle was pre- injured by the explosion of a boiler in
Winter Patents .............3 28
sented in the district supreme court at
Winter Straights...........* W
troops for Egypt The relations bea mill at Crow, Ky.
.DRAIN—
WbeatTNo. .........MHtt
Washington.
tween the two countries were strained.
Judge Lee, at Little Rock, Ark., deCorn. Na ................. / 86
Goldsmith A Co., clothiers and furOats, Na 9..~ .............. *7H
clared null the marriage of a negro and
The exchanges at the leading clearRye. Na * .................. 44
nishers at Salt Lake City, failed for
ing houses iu the United States during
a white woman and fined both.
Barley, Choice to Fancy
60
•200,000.
A
break
occurred
in
the
levee
above
the week ended on the 26th aggregated
Siding ...............
18 00 •BIO
$840,227,607, against 1024,026,526 the preSacramento, Cal, causing an inundation ‘ Flooring ........ ......
34 00
*4 00
PERSONAL AND POLITICAL.
Common
Boards
......
.....
14
00
14 2fc
vious week. The decrease, compared
Mme. Laura Schirmer Mapleson, of 600 acres of the finest hop land in * Fencing*... .... ^ 12 00 I14 00
with the corresponding week in 18031 the opera singer, .died in New York. that section.
a
8 40
itb,,Dry ..... .......
2 40
225 •800
hlngles..
Shi
was 36.6.
In a drunken row at a dance in AlShe made her debut when but 7 years
KANSAS CITY.
$bvkr persons were frozen to death old.'
pine, Ark., Lew Jones. Charles Ross
CATTLE-ShlpptngSteer*.....$4,00 0$B
in Oklahoma during the recent blizzard.
Stockers aud Feeders .......2 80 • 8 40
A. F. Brown, one of the oldest and and Sam Powell were. killed.
4 00 J 6 80
were 480 business failures in best-knownlawyers of Iowa, died at
On their way to Texas a family of HOGS ..........................
SHEEP .....................
2 00 0160
the^ United States in the seven days his home in Wsverly at the age qf 66 immigrants, oonsistihg of two children
OMAHA.
on the 86th, against 407 the week yean. He was a delegate from Iowa and father and mother, were frozen to lATELE— Steers .............*5 £ t J'S
and 266 in the correspondingto the republican national convention death in a blizzard near Clarendon, 1008/... «.*• .... . ....... ••••# I 10 9 J 22^4

chuA-yt Louisville,Ky., the
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Leather Boots
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sizes
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CLEVELAND'S

STRONG ARRAIGNMENT.

take cold as we ran through the dewy
grass of the orchard examining the
horse's tracks and patting the colt who
How Ho Caused a Great Commo- had so narrowly escaped capture,
tion In a Rural Neighborhood. | We were still at a loss to account for

A MYSTEB10U8 THIEF.

BLUNDERS.

H#

Ssoator Dolph’s Vigorous Condemnation Partisan Practice, mt tka Chief Exec u tiro "Scotty Smith" is the nickname of ft
In Um Hawaiian
man living in southern Africa whose
of Fro* Trade.
President
Cleveland's
insinuations' adventuresand escapades would fill a
"The men who are constantlyenagainst the integrityof his predecessorvolume. As a "veldt" man ho Is un*
deavoring to make the agriculturaland
; the strange occurrence.Later, howand the American minister to Hawaii, surpassed. In "Gnn and Camera In
laboring classes dissatisfied with their
Th. whole country-side wm np In ever, es Fsn
I were Mmlng from
wh7Zk“to a^y th™ and the insolence of opinion exhibited Southern Africa" the author gives an
arms. Hardly a week had passed the the garden, casting waxy
JL-nKw by him in his interpretation of the account of one. of his many escapes,
entire spring that the neighborhood about, as though expecting to see
nnt tho tnuTfrlanda of the events attending the establishmentof ; During the troubles in 1888, 1 think, he
the provisional government,are alike was surprisedand captured by the
unworthy of the occupant of the execu- maraudingBoers and taken to their
of his best horse and 8unday-go-to-suddenly grabbed her
R
tive office. Mr. Cleveland asks the headquarters at Rool Grond, near
tributionof the wealth of the country
"Listen, don't you hear a cow moocountry to accept hi* judgment aa ab- Mafeking. He was condemned to be
meeting turnout
per capita. The government is never
To be sure, not in one case out of ten ing in the woods at the foot of the going to issue money for gratuitous solutely sound and conclusive. No shot on the following day and was
other conclusion,he declares,could be fastened with ropes inside a hut at
was it ever proved that any marauder mountain?"
distribution. There will never come a
Fan strained her ears in vain for a
arrived at, in view of the facts stated, some distance from the camp-fire. Durhad been within miles of the place; but
day when wealth will cease to be the
than that which ho has formulated. ing the night he slipped his bonds,
strange noises had been heard. Harn- moment and then triumphantly exproduct of labor usefully employed.
Does Mr. Cleveland expect the country crept to the place where the Boor
doors that were distinctlyremembered claimed:
The prosperityof every class of our cit"Oh, I do, I do!"
to agree in this estimate of his own in- horses were stabled, saddled and
to have been fastened the night before
izens is intimately connected with the
"Fan," I said, impressively, "those
fallibility?Has it never to occurred to bridled two of the best of them and
were found wide open the next mornprosperityof every other class. A blow
ing, and in one instance a whole bag of villains have a den up in the mounaimed at the manufacturing classes him that President Harrison is just as mode his escape from under the very
honest a man, just as pure in morals, noses of the Dutchmen. A day or two
tain!"
oats had mysteriously disappeared.
will fall heaviest upon the agricultural
No sooner were the words out than,
just as intellectuallyacute, just as ju- afterward he met a Boer, who was
Of course, none others than horseand laboring classes My sympathies
dicial In temper, just as Imperviousto personally unacquainted with him,
thieves— who were known to bo in the seized by a vague terror, we took to
our
heels
and
ran
as
though
a legion of »ro mth
army o< laborers A hasty and immoderate impulse as he is Lvho infonned him that he was looking
vicinity—could have perpetrated such
cou.ider.ble portion of my life haa been himself? Was Gen. Harrison, as an
deeds. The air was filled with vague horae-thieveawere lu hot
fur "Scotty Smith.” "Well,” said
suspicion and dread. And bold-hearted
\vere«hed the kitchen quit*
AU thTl'have ortare^ honest executive,trained to the con- Scotty in Dutch, "I’m looking for
swains who ventured to make evening less, with hardly a pea left in our pan, | compi[8ile4
result of hard work, siderationof large questions, and with Scotty Smith, too; well go together.”
calls on their sweethearts inwardly and it wa. some minutes before wo , hav0 n0
for a mln who despises clear conceptions of duty and the lim- They rode together for some hoprs and
itations of the executive authority,any then Scotty found an opportunity,
quaked as they drove home, lashing conld communicateour lute llpence ubor and wU1 not work.
their nags past dark and gruesome On hearing It. Mlsa Eliatbeth Haywood .,Th# two ,toclt arplment8 IaBde by less capable of determiningwisely the slipped hi* man and betook himself to
question of Hawaiian recognition and a safer part of the country.
immediately recollected that, aa she ,
of {roe
places on the road.
our relation to the island kingdom
All the most thrilling details Fan was drawing water at the well a
i that of unreatrletedtrade, the right to
poured into my ears os we walked up hours before, she had ameUed smoke buy whcre we can th„ oheapeat. and upon the fact* presented, than Mr.
HaadkerclilefsAnsa* tha Anotenta.
Cleveland or Mr. Gresham, or any other
the road winding between the fields and burnt
second, the securing of a wider market
The
Greeks and Romans had no
prejudiced
official
of
the
present
adminfrom the station. And I, my senses
Miss Jennie skeptically nmarked for our export*. I have, on several oopocket handkerchiefs,but merely a
istration,
upon
the
ex
parte
testimothe while gratefully conscious of the that It was probably the
dUcuMed these propositionsat
soft tints of the sunset, the fragrance cooking. But she was indignantly ieagth iu the senate and shown their ny accumulated by a special commis- cloth called "sudorium," to wide perspirationfrom the face, which waa
of the wild roses blooming along the squelchedand reminded that we had fallftCy(and l do not care at tblit t^e sioner?
Mr. Cleveland mistakes if ho sup- usually carried in a fold of the tunic or
wall, the restful quiet and freshness, breakfasted on boiled eggs and toast ^ repeat what j haVft heretoforo Mld.
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flesh.

breakfast

attentively listened until she reached

Yes, indeed; that "burnt flesh" just ^ 8ufQcientto say that to buy where
the impressive climax.
confirmed our surmise. We could talk we can buy cheapest^-thatis, to buy
Two weeks ago that very night Dr. of nothing else, and impatiently awaitabroad for homo consumption
Andrews’ horse had been stolen; and, ed the return of Ed, who had
^be privilege of bringing tflem
though members of "The llorsethief to the store, the Delphi of the
C0Untry free of duty — is for
Detectingsociety" had started in pur- ity, to consult with Mr. Peters, the pro- consumers in this country to avail
suit the next morning and three of prietor— a man of deep wisdom, whose themselves of the poorly paid labor of
them were still searching, no trace of oracular judgments and predictions Europe and the pauper labor of Asia;
it had yet been discovered.
were heeded with a deference that ^ prefer the welfare of foreign manu-

1

repaired

oommun-

wonld have honored Apollo himself. facturers and foreign laborers to our
By this time every one of us had own; to stop the manufactureof things
heard the cattle lowing on the moun- vve need in this country and to depend
tain: all had sniffed the air with such upon foreign countries for them; to
success that even skeptical Miss Jennie take employment from our own people
acknowledged that she scented "burnt to give it to the foreigners;to reduce
flesh" (what supportedthe theory that the standard of wages in this country
horse thieves had a preference for burnt to the standard of wages in other coun-

I woke with a start ut midnight A
v-oad strip of light lay across my bed
om the lamp post opposite? No, It
m moonlight!I raised on my elbow
-why, of course, 1 was at Haywood
farm, and that was Hover barking so
savagely, and — yes, 1 heard voices, and
scurrying feet in the hall. Why, what— vianda I am unable to state. ) We had
"Oh, quick! wake 'em, quick! He’s settledit beyond a doubt that the
turning into the ^ehard!"
character of last night was one of an
That was Mrs. Haywood! Instantly organized gang who were probably
I grasped the situation — horse-thieves! camping in some cave on the mountain;
I sprang out of bed and rushed into the this one had been sent out to forage for

tries.

poses that the American people will
suit their thinking on this subject to
his particular "views." Their judgment has been determinedby the facts
in the case, as presented by both sides
to the controversy, and not at all by
what any man chooses to think or any
construction he may care to put upon
the acts of the participants in it He
is squally mistakenif he imaginesthat
his extraordinary criticismof his predecessor, going to the verge of personal
affront will command the popular approval. Such an act of official indecency has never before disgraced our
annals and it will never be repeated by
any executive who appreciatesthe
amenities of public life.
distin-

A

loosely tied about the neck. The
Athenian and Roman swells, the men
about town, Inaugurated the fashion
of carrying one such "sudorium"in the
hand and another in the girdle, but
these were never used as we use pocket
handkerchiefs.The ancients had a profound respect for absolutelyclean
noses, but only childrenand old persons were allowed to blow their noses
in public. For a gentleman to do so
would have been considered a breach
of good manners, and for a lady to appear iu public with a handkerchief was
sufficient for her to forfeit all claim to

respectability.Husbands could divorce wives who were compelled to
use u pocket handkerchief.

and Pianos.
Goopersvlllfi, Ml.

— OF-

Dry Hoods

FOR THE
- • -rjj .•tvnxi
"Let those who wish advocate the incivilized governments attack the reputerests of England, of China, of India,
Thera's No Hurh <*lrl.
tation <ff their enemies, if they must
and prefer the welfare of foreign laborWe
don’t remember ever meeting a
It was never before known that they
ers to that of American citizens. For
blackened their own national walls girl whose shoe was not a mile too big
myself, I prefer the interests of my own
with posted scandals against them- for her.— AtchisonGlobe.
country to those of ary foreign nation,
hall.
"They’ve got your Ned Ma heard
—
What a pity the "detecting society"and the welfare of American citizens to selves."
Whatever may bo Mr. Cleveland’s
him step out of the barn!" cried Fan, as had wasted that money sending to Phil- that of the pauper class of Europe, the
she dashed past me and up to the next adelphia, when the sly rascals were ryots of India, the coolies of China. 1 honesty of purpose, and we do not call
floor, two steps at a time.
hiding right under our nosea until the want nothing I consume (and no true it in question, his course in this whole
Persons desiring any repairingdone
"Our Ned?" I ejaculated and flying excitement should die
American does) cheaper than it will be matter has been that of the rancorous In the line of Sewing Machines, Guns,
back to my window Hung open the
Of course that was Dr. Andrews’ , manufacturedunder sharp competition, partisan or hired advocate rather than Locks, Umbrellas,or small machinery
that of an enlightened statesman. His of any kind, will find me prepared to
shutters.
chestnut ho was riding. In fact, the consistent with fair returns to capital
The full moon was deluging the earth only point of disagreementwas the and fa*r wages to labor, by a nation of recent message is characterized by a do the work. Shop In basement of
with a flood of silvery light, in which cow, Miss Jennie obstinately insisting sixty-sevenmillion of people,the freest, spirit of studied hostility to the pro- American Hotel, one door west of C.
surroundingobjects stood out almost as that it belonged to Deacon Brown, most enlightened and most energetic in visional governmentin Hawaii Yet Hlom’s bakery, Eighth Street.
he has formally recognizedthat govJohn F. Zalsman.
distinctly as at noonday. Plainly I I while the rest of us were sure it was the world,
Holland,
Mich., Nov. 16, 1893.
ernment
as
the
only
existing
governcould discern a man riding a dark horse the property of Farmer Jones. I will "Free trade does not mean that cusamong the trees in the orchard. Our acknowledge that. I felt a good deal 1 tom houses are to be abolished end ro ment in the islands. He charges the
last administration with treachery and
dear old Ned, who had been wintering elated at being the first one to hear the , revenue collectedby duties on imports,
From now on Overcoats are sold
N*w Stor*,
conspiracy in it* foreign relatlona, and
on the farm; the sight was maddening. mooing, and I fancied Fan rather en- but it means a tariff system similar to
below cost at
forgets,or refuses to see, that his own
Lokkeu & Rutgers.
"Catch him, Rover! >ic, sic!" I vied me the distinction. Still, I will that maintained by Great Britain— a
policy has been one of deceit and
Eighth st.
shouted, wildly clapping my hands and say in self-justification that, 1 tried not system of tariff for revenue only— dudouble-dealing in that, while recognizties laid upon articles which do not
dancing up and down in ray anxiety.
to feel too much puffed up.
ing the provisional government os the
At last Ed returned. He listened to corns into competitionwith domestic
Again came Mrs. Haywood’s voice:
de-facto government,he was scheming
"Girls, girls, tell them to hurry! our account* with a complacentsmile productions, and the free admissions of
to bring about it* overthrow and rearticles
which
do
come
into
competition
He's trying to take the colt Matthew, of superiority and then deliberately
store the monarchy.While informing
I told you it wasn’t safe ttf leave it out crushed our neat little fiction with a with article*of domestic production.
the queen that he would not resort to
It
means,
first,
that
goods
manufacovernight Oh dear. deai( what keeps few barefaced fact* that ho bad learned
actual force to accomplish this restor*
from Mr. Peters, who had them straight tured In foreign countries shall bo ad- tion, he left the provisionalauthorities
those boys!"
mitted into this country free of duty if
"Oh, I heard it whinny!" 1 screamed, from Deacon Brown.
to suppose that United States troops
A Full Line of
joining the other distractedfemales.
It had happened that Miss Deacon the condition of the revenues admit* of would be used against them if occasion
It
It
means
that
the
half-starved,
un"Oh, so do I. so do 1!"
Brown had had company to tea last
required, thus creating apprehension
"Ed, Frank, they’re taking the coltf night, and among other nnusual lux- derpaid and unemployedmillions of
and keeping the public mind in a state
Europe
shall
be
given
work
which
unwe cried, rushing pell-mell into the uries she had made some deliciousoofof excitement likely at any momeni to
der
a
protective
tariff
would
be
done
young men’s apartment, where we fee. The deacon had indulgedpretty
flame out in act* of violence. But his
found Fan frantically trying to drag freely in the beverage, and, unused to by American laborers, enabling these offending dpes not stop here. He perAmerican
laborers
to
live
comfortably,
them out of bed by main force.
the stimulant at that hour, it was into
sisted in his plan even after the queen
Now we heard pa calling for a lan- the night ere "nature’s soft nurse" to educate their children and be- had refused to return to power under
At the Lowest Prices.
tern. Down we rushed in a body, closed his weary eye*. While restless- come independentIt means that the any engagement to exercise clemency
leaving the thoroughlyaroused young ly tossing and turning, he suddenly pauper laborer of India and China shall toward the members of the provisional
men, who quickly drew on their neither heard his collie start up, growling and be brought into direct competition government, thus revealing a vicious
with American workingmen.It means
garment* and followed in our wake.
barking with unwonted ferocity. He
and bloodthirsty characterIncapable
either the closingof our mills and facMrs. Haywood met us in the hall arose and peered through the shutters
of defense or apology. It is surprising
thank our customers
tories or that the return for capital in
just in time to see a man on
. a
, ,
wringing her hands.
that Mr. Cleveland did not see the in
Mrs. J. II. Horsnyder, 152 Pacific for their past patronage
"He’s riding one horse and leading disappear behind his barn. That waa rested in manufacturm^ indnstnes consistency of his action as to this pai^
Ave., Santa Cruz, Cal., writes:
another,” she cried. "Oh. I know he’ll enough. Softly calling to hi. son, the , ?h^ bo reduced to the ™te "‘interest ticular point. What right has the
solicit their good will for the
get away! Matthew, I told you it two stele oni, armed with . horse- ! ln‘bt old eonntriea and that to wra^es United btates,if we are bound in jus" When a girl at school, in Reading,
season.
our wurklnKmen
^ reduced,
wasn’t sate to leave that colt out And pistol and a shot^nn, and MoreU!d
tice to restore the queen, to impose Ohio, I had a severe attack of brain
201y
he’d just as leave shoot as not Don't themselves in the deep shadow- of the - th» 'baryat.onwages of laborers on th. conditions which would deprive her, fever. On my recovery,I found myself
eastern hemisphere. In a word, it
one of you stir a step till you’re all to- fence.
when restored, of the right* of perfectly bald, and, for a long time, I
gether!”
sovereignty?If she has any claim at feared I should be permanentlyso.
Frank seized the lantern and hurried
all upon us to "right a wrong" done to
Friends urged me to use Ayer’s Hair
out to investigate the barns. By this
her, that claim is absolute and uncon- Vigor, and, on doing so, my hair
con
sprang
forward,
caught
the . half-clothed ma«es o the countries of
time the hubbub had brought to our
ditional,and any attempt on our part
assistance"Dutch Hans’’— a man in Startledhorae by the bridle, and. point- 1 Em-ope and As... It mean, that to to couple the performance of an act of
charge of the neighboring place— armed ing to pistol at to man. sternly de- wheel, of progress shall stop; that the justice with conditionsof any sort
with a rusty old musket and no ammu- manded who he was and where he was 1 development of our resourcesshall whatever is a pure impertinence.
and I now have as fine a head of hair as
going at that time of night Muttering
that the prosperity w-e have ennition.
We hare not dealt, in what has gone one could wish for, being changed, howThus reinforced they sallied forth to Jome uncharitable hopes concerning the J°ybd “nd" republicanrule shall be before, with the larger and primary ever, from blonde to dark brown."
and
,
meet the horsethief,who was now in future abiding place of the inhabitants
question of PresidentCleveland’s ex" After a fit of sickness, ray hair came
determined to traerdinary assumption of power In
the road in front of the house. We of of the peaceful valley, the man sullenout In combfulls. I used two bottles of
w
hi. hri*f
blast and destroy the Pacific coast, had
the weaker sex timorously followed as ly told his brief tale.
presided over and controlled the dealing with this whole matter. InOHice and Shop on Seventh St., Hdfar as the piazza,valiantly headed by
The priest at W
had purchased
house committee
and deed, littleneeds to be said upon this
ma, who carried for defense an old the cow in New York and had hired
point, since the better opinion of the
1,.
. means, no more certain and speedy
land, leh.
slipper and a candle which the wind
country is practically unanimous in and now my hair is over a yard long
ami drive^l? home °And h^gnlletess -».me
have been devised
extinguished.
and very full and heavy. I have recomfor that purpose than the bill re condemning the arrogance which not
Instead of digging rowels into Ned man, knowing nothing of the peronly
defied the right* of congress in mended this preparationto others with
Mill and Engine Repairing
' ported by the committee to the house,
and galloping off at sight of our tmrbed .hate of the countryside had
of
n o{ lhe
undertaking a policy involvingpoeai- like good effect."— Mrs. Sidney Carr,
formidable array, the desperadopur- attempted to take advantage o the weatPo(Pthe Eo<,kpU mountaiM
al. bilities of war, bat studiouslyconcealed 1460 Regina st., Harrisburg,Pa.
Specialty.
sued his way with unseemly leisure.
moonlightand deliver her that night i mo8t entirel
d in ^culture. that possibility from the people so long
" I have used Ayer’s Hair Vigor for
"Hallo, there! who are you, and He ended with a weary sigh, adding lumberingand mining. Manufactures as there was a possibilityof their in- several years and always obtainedsatisthat this waa the tenth time he had
terferencewith it That sort of thing
where are you going?" called Ed.
are in their infancy and, as yet, comfactoryresults. I know it is the best All Orders Promptly Attended to.
The specter-likefigure moved on been challengedsince he had left the paratively unimportant;wheat grow- may be dons in Russia, but in this preparationfor the hair that Is made."
boat, and asking how far he had to
without vouchsafing a word.
Ready and willing to
ing, wool-growing, the raisingof cattle country even presidents are subject to — C. T. Arnett,Mammoth Spring, Ark.
"Halt! Who are you, and where are travel.
and horses,fruit raising,hop growing, laws and constitution, and any enThe
deacon, who
any jjarty in consultation
you going," roared pa
ineaeacon,
wuo had
u*u listened syra- fi8hing lumbering and mining are the croachment upon popular right*; any
assumption of autocratic powers at the
No answer.
relative to boilers,
expense of the legislaturein which the
"Hi, eef you no speck 1 shoot!"
popular will is imaged and epitomized, Prepared by Dr. J. 0. Ayer & Co., Lowell,Maas.
shouted Hans, brandishingthe musket
engines and other
will be resented, as Mr. Cleveland’s inlike a club.
Machinery.
solent disregard of the authority and
But even this blood-curdling threat
speech
right*
of
congress
hss
been,
with
pitiwas received in imperturbablesilence,
as man and both horses disappeared bridle, he had allowed him to proceed ! ^yone of the mugwump features of less and overwhelming emphasis.—
on his harassed way, calling after
wayg and means committee’s tariff Frank Leslie’s Weekly.
around the bend of the road.
•
•
We were relieved to learn that Ned the comforting assurance that "it biU ^ the iowering of the duty on
Holland. Mich., Feb. 18, ’92,
r TMr. Cleveland, with subtlety and
INOLUDIMQwas safe, but ma was rather chagrined wa’n’t so very fur when you was prutty champagne, while the tax on foreign
di^.omacy, ignores a, very Important
* whisky is increased.This is a direct
to hear that her led horse bad on closer nigh
fact in his explanation of the failure of
Fresh and Salt Meats.
Strange to say, after learning these discrimination against the standard
inspection proved to be a cow. HowRuby” Port Wine.
his proposed solution of the Hawaiian
ever, it was a suspicious circumstance incidents,our nostrilswere no longer drink of the democracy. Perhaps, howIf you ore reduced in vitalityor itrength
qaestion. He says the action of the
that a strange man should be driving offended with the odor of burnt flesh; ever,' the Bourbons who consented to
We have just opened a full Hoe of by illness or any other cause, we recomqaeen herself was the reason why Min
' a cow through that lonely district at we heard no more lowing on the moun- such a blow Jo whisky drinking considister Willis failed. This is dodging the Groceries. This, in addition to our mend the ue of tUs Old Pbct Wine, the
midnight And his. unaccountable tain, and I grew so magnanimous that er that the one American industry prime factor, which was that had any Meat Market, will make our place a very blood of the grape. A grind tonic
aversion to speak? We now remem- I would willingly hare given Fan all which iatoo sacred to bejieft exposed to
attempt to restore the queen been complete Family Supply Store, such for mining mothers, and those reduced
bered that all through the uproar he the credit of having heard the first foreign competition is the distilling of made the provissionalgovernment
by wasting disease. It creates strength ;
had maintained the same uncanny si- moo. Vet such waa the Awfnl deprav- democratic courage.— ClevelandLeader wonld have resistedwith arm* and the as the place needs.
improves the appetite ; natnre’s own rexn
We are centrally located in the resi- edy. much preferableto drugs; guaranlence. The wildest conjectures were ity of my nature that instead of reQTThe industrial interestsof the president wonld have had to declare dent portion of the city. Order* teed absolutelypure and over five vein
hazarded, but aft no satisfactoxyex- joicing that the neighbors had lost
of age, Young wine ordinarily sold Is not
country
appear to be ' thoroughly war, which he haa ho power to da
planationcould be given all. again re- none of their live stock, and that a felTfcia seems to be the real reason why promptly filled. A fresh supply of fit to use. Insut on having, this standard
aroused
and
determined
to
bring
every
low-being
had
been
exonerated
from
tired, to await further development* in
the policy baa been given to congress.— country produce always on band.
brand, it cost* no more, gl In quart bottkn,
the guilt of which he' had been suspect- proper pressure upon congress to prethe
vA >
Toledo Blade.
pints 60 ct*. Royal Wine Got For sale bf
Van Zwaluwenburg &
vent
the passage of the new tariff bill in
ed,
I
fear
in
my
secret
heart
was
a
Everyone was np betimes. Mrs. Hay?
Michmerhitzen
its
present
form.
The
promise
la
that
Martin & Hulzlng;», Holland, Mich.
OTThe Wilson bill la a "force**bill
wood— who had discarded her ghostly feeling of disappointment that the
they will have the help of a number of It forces idlenessupon American workC. Blom. Sr., Holland.Mich.
horse
had
not
been
stolen
and
his
rider
Corner
Market
and
13tb
sts.
40-ly.
its and robed herself in garmire fitting’smodern matron- been proved a bona-fide horse- thiet— democrathjrepresentatives.- Omaha ingmen, and forces our industries to
the wall— Toledo Blada
•eatly concerned for 'fear I should Louise & Wray. In Troy (N. Y.) Times. . Bee
guished American well says: "Most
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Hawkins waited around
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BILLY AND THE *OY.

Ellsworth to complete his bloody
township of Robinson, adjointU Story mt ft Hon* Wh*CMl4 Tftlra lUx Shewed Falthfe! foal fee Hta Ka*>
work.
He went down the road in
tot's Property.
Cftr* of Hlmaelf.
Jlng Olive on the north, on Saturday
search ot the man but came back,
Mow
than
forty yean ago, in 1851,
Billy was a veteran among homes.
last, was the scene of a complicated
thinking
probably
that
Ellsworth He had lived twentyulne yean and I visited a party ot friends in the
tragedy, having its origin in an alleged
sik months when I knew him, and all Bendigo gold-fields In Australia,where
would arrive at the house shortly.
domestic indiscretion and ending in
I was cordially welcomed. Among the
By this time Hawkins had worked that time he had been learning how to
a suicide, which might also have been
take care of himself without troubling valued possessionsof my friend was an
himself Into a terrible frenzy, and
a homicide. The parties Involved
others to look after him. His reputa- English mastiff which belonged to one
warned bystanders not to Interfere
tion had never been good, though the of the gentlemen.
are:
with him, as he could not control him- older he grew the worse he grew, ac- . The good understanding between
David Hawkins, a farmer, lately
self. It was then that Milo Hatch cording to his master's statement.For myself and the mastiff appeared to
moved Into the towdsblp from Texas,
and John Powell approached him. He my part I always thought the horse have become so well established darand the victim of the affray.
ing the evening, that on the next day
started after them and chased them was justified In his treatmentof those
Mrs. Annie Hawkins, wife of the
t left the claim where my friends were
who
ill-treated him.
around the barn and shot two times
above.
Perhaps if ho had been better temat the two men. Both escaped mira‘
; pered he might have been turned out
Abe Ellsworth, until recently, a
culously. I oster, the ex-constable,
ln hU old
and had utUe or
mail carrier between this city and
then put in his appearanceand accord- ( nothlng to do. As it was no one was
;n
Robinson.
Bolts, "etc.
ing to his testimony fired his tlrstshotj fond of him, and since he was able to
Milo Hatch and Johh Powell, two
in the air with a view of frightening draw moderately heavy loads ho was
neighbors of Hawkins, who endeavI have been in the Hardware business for many years and
Hawkins and causing him to desist ! harnessed regularly and made to work.
ored to interfere and prevent fatal reHe had been known to bite, to kick, to
from shooting at Hatch and Powell.
have become thoroughly conversant with the. trade.
run away, though no one believed that
sults; and
Hawkins still keeping at It, Foster he had really been frightened.
We wish to receive a fair share of the patronage
William Foster, the town clerk and
then shot at him, and the affray was
“It
la just ugliness, wanting to show
of the people of Holland and vicinity and all
an ex-constable of Robinson, who
over.
what ho could do to be hatefnl,” said
might have been the killer of Hawwill be treated with due courtesy.
A strange feature of the affair is his master, one day, when the hired
kins, but fortunately is not.
Mrs. Ellsworth’sbelief in the inno- man came home with the news that
Make me a call; Two doors west of Opera House.
Hawkins and his wife moved to
Billy had shied at a bicycle,had
cence of her husband. She so informRobinson Centre from northernTexrun into a wagon and broken it and
ed the otlicers. Mrs. Hawkins Is staythe one to which he waa harnessedInto
as last fall. They lived on a small
St.
ing at her house and receivingthe
“slivere," as the man expressed it
rented farm, the old Chapel place, and
kindest attention at her hands.
This “fright,” If It really was one,
from all appearances seemed to get aThe deceased left a will, written on cost his master fifty dollars, and Billy
long together. Of late, Hawkins bea torn envelope in which he leaves forthwith had blinders put on him. He
came suspiciousof the relations his
never shied again, butthe blinders did REX OBJECTS TO THE VISITan’B DEPABall his assets to E. Rowlins, a friend
wife had with Ellsworth,who lives
TUBR.
not improve his temper.
of his in Robinson township, who in
One day when he was just about at work, to fetch a kettle of U*a from
near the Hawkins’ place, and Is marturn is to give his body a decent burfinishinga meal which he was taking
ried.
the tent, without the leant mlsgiting
ial, and is also to write to his son In out of a pall set in front of him on the
One day last week, by a ruse, he suroe to my reception by him.
Texas. The will was enclosed in a ground, a small boy came past with a
“Rex," who was always allowed to
prised his wife In the company of EllsWalsh-De Roo Milling Co. envelope long wisp of straw in his hand. Re run loose, came forward to meet me.
worth. In the fight that followed,
and addressedto his friend Rowlins,
He allowed me to stroke his head, and, Buckwheat ground, and Buckwheat Flour sold or exchanged; warranted t'
Ellsworth was thrown out of the
not to be opened until after his death.
be prime. Pearl Barley manufactured.
so far as I could see, showed no interhouse. Mrs. Hawkins followed him
eet in my movements as I entered the
Monday the inquest was held over
pounds of the best flour Given in exchange for a
shortly and went to Ellsworth’s house,
, tent and took a drink of the tea. Dot
the body of Hawkins, Drs. Van der
bushel of wheat.
saying she would no longer live with
when I started to leave the tent, with
Yeen and Walkley of Grand Haven
the kettle in my hand, Imagine my asher husband. Hawkins brooded over
Unclean Wheat purified free of charge. Highest price paid for
conducting the post-mortem examinatonishment when I saw the suppoeed
hia trouble for several days and appartion. Pros. Atty’ Vlsscher was also
friend Bex facing me, and showing his
ently determined to kill his wife, EllsBye, Corn, Oats,
teeth in a very threatening way. I put
there, in the Interest of the People.
worth and himself.With this in view
down
the
kettle,
seated
myself
on
the
Elevator and Mill near R. R. 'stationat Zeeland, Mich.
The Jury after listening to the evihe purchased on the Friday proceededge of the eamp-bed. and spoke to
dence and the medical testimony reing the 'killing a quantity of chlorohim. Ho wagged his tail and looked
H.
turned a verdict that Hawkins came
so friendly that I thought I must have
form.
On Saturday afternoon about 4 to his death by poisoning,thereby
made a mistake about his intentions.
Not at all. The moment I attempted
o’clock, Hawkins started for the home exonerating Mr. Foster.
to leave the tent with the kettle, 1 had
In conversationwith Mr, Vlsscher,
of Ellsworth. He was armed with a
reason to know that Box’s brood grin
shotgun. His wife was still staying upon his return Tuesday, he fully
| was no mere notion, but, ou the conwith Ellsworth, and seeing her hus- corroboratedthe result of the inquest.
trary, a real sign that he was true to
band coming toward the house ran out The evidence in the case, as he had
his trust as he understoodit
terrified. Hawkins spied her and ran been able, to learn it, did not show
1 talked to him again, set down the
kettle, andmlempted to leave without
after her, down the road. When that William Foster was guilty of any
it Still Rex objected. He had his
about two rods from the woman he criminal offense. Foster, together
doubts,
and determined to give his
MARCHED
DOW3
TOE
STREET
WITH
HIM.
raised his shotgun to his shoulder and with other neighbors, with the best of
masters the benefit of them. There
emptied the charge In his wife’s back. Intentions, and without any ill will did not know him, but he knew small was no help for it; I was held prisoner,
She fell prostrated, and the neighbors toward the deceased, attempted to boys when he saw them, and had
oould do nothing but nit down and
hastened out. Two of them, Powell disarm or capture David Hawkins love for any of
wait patiently for one of the party to
The boy stopped and Billy kept on come to my relief. No one came until
pnd'Hatcb, tried to catch Hawkins. after he had already fired three shots
Like a frenzied man the latter again at different persons, seriously wound- J «ating. The boy went nearer and nearly an hour later, by which time
curb, and at last reached my long absence had caused my friends
begans hooting. Some of the shot ng one and threatening the life of nearvr
Clothing to order at Moderate Prices. Ready made clothfor
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others. Unless materially different j
tickled mU?'* 0066 with
ing at all prices.
evidence should develop, no criminal
hurt.
Billy made believe at first that he for his faithfulzeal, and in a few days
At this Juncture Foster, an ex- proceedingswill be Instituted.
did not feel it, and the boy became found he would let me come and go,
constable, appeared on the scene. He
bolder and bolder'and tickled harder. and take whatever I wished. — G. P. A tilE will sell you a suit at any price. But for wearing
had a shotgun loaded with buckshot.
LAUD BARONS OUT WEST. Billy finished eating, and then bad ery, in St Nicholas.
; time to attend to him. Suddenly he
He called upon Hawkins to surrender, Landlord* Who
qualities, style and fit
recommend one of our
RrcKle**, Fr**- ; tossed his heo<t caught the boy by the
DOGS AS SOLDIERS.
and then fired at the man. Only one
Handed and Good Ltron.
back of his jacket, lifted him off his
AmbuUaos made to Order Suits. They wear better, last longer and
shot struck Hawkins— in the back of
The divine injunction“in the sweat feet and marched down the street Beralarly SftlMUS
Corpt of tOo Oomaftjr Army.
the right ear. Immediatelyafter or of thy face shall thou eat bread" has with him. The boy screamed, but no
The time-honoredinjunction to “Let are cheaper in the end.
before falling the wounded man took no relevancy to the citizens of the five one was near enough to seize him.
slip the dogs of war,” is being given a
civilized
tribes.
Here
are
a
people
They
did
not
go
far,
and
before
any
the bottle of chloroform from his pocwho, like the lilies of the fields, “toil one Interfered BUly .topped .nd .hook
ket and swallowed the contents. He
In addition we make an unheard of offer: We will keep
__
w- , country Is leaving nothing undone to
not; neither do they spin,” furnlahing
/-'WtfQ into a stupor and was carried inan example of cloea favoritism under
to a vacant store building. A physi- the law peculiar tmd interesting to
in repair, free of cost, for six months from date of purchase
him,
emt ^ked *~k J
cian was summoned from Grand Hav- •tody, says Harper's. The landlords
any suit bought of us during 1894. Give it a trial.
en. He lingered until 11 o’clock Sun- have no care but the fathering of
No small boy <Wred to n^ddU wtth
day morning, when he died, not bar- rente and a general supervision of the Billy .fter th»^ .nd, altho^h
home place. They ore, as a olasa,
ing uttered a word.
free-handed, reokleea,good livers and
Sheriff Keppel upon being notified
CO.,
to draw them on little hand-carts to
with a strong tendsuoy to dissipation. Journal
the field hospital They perform all
of the affair pfocecdedat once to the Moat of them live up to their Incomes
these services with intelligence and
scene, accompanied by Dr. Walkley of and few acquire large bonk accounts.
SAVED BY A BUFFALO.
kill.
Your typical landlord’s home is the
Grand Haven.
Bow ft PugnAclou Boll Pmt ft
They are now attached to some of
Two or three days before the shoot- rambling white-plaatation great house
Tls«r to Flight.
the regiments as regular foui^footed
of ante-bellum days, with wide galing Hawkins was in the city to conThe forest land of southern India soldiers. The first lesson which they
leries, big chimneys and usually in a
possesses a breed of buffaloes vastly have to
sult Prosecuting Attorney Visscber
They are
bod state of repair. An air of untidisuperior to the bare-skinned, ungainly t^ughtto repress the outbreak of 'barkand fnstitute proceedingfor adultery.
and neglect pervades the yard, to
mo(je of slgnalThe latter informed him that what- which is added a lack of taste inside creatures common to the plains of Hi- lr^ and
dia. They are shaggy-haired,
growl, audible only to
CARRY A COMPLETE U.YE OF
ever grounds he might have for sus when you enter. Still there is some- and short-jointed, with short, thick,
friends.ThL, 1b a difficultlesthing
about
the
suftroundlngs—
the
orpiclon there was ho evidence on which
symmetrically -curved horns. They ore
a mor# tedLOU8 one has to folthat or any other criminal complaint chard, smoke house, negroes, pigs and trained as beasts of burden and pot*- ,
Thifl u ^ teach the dog that
poultry— which denotes solid old-fashcould be entertained. All he could
seas immense strength. A bull of this
aro friends and enemies, and that
ioned comfort and Arcadian content.
breed is a match for a
the wav to distinguish them U by the
allege specifically^was that he had
Frequentlyyou meet the lord of one of
Special attention Is called to new
A herd of buffaloes was grazing
trousers. Soldiers are
caught his wife In conversationwith these mansions — a squaw man— whose
Gasoline Stoves.
the outskirts of the forest at Soopoh,
up in French and Russian unl- Chemicals,
Ellsworth,and that she was now stop- family claim no Indian blood, yet he
with the herder on guard a short d to- ; fonn8 and made t0 whip the dogs,
Patent Medicines,
"Aurora"
ping at the house of Mr. and Mrs. Ells- enjoys, by virtue of a former matritencc away. A tiger came out of the ! whHe soldiers in German Uniformsare
monial alliance,all the landed rights
worth.
Staple Drugs and
forest and tried by roaring to stampede , told off
the caninc recruitsand
of an Indian. It is really surprising
Aurora."
For a short time back the alleged
i regale them on sausage.
Sundries,
the number of this class that are diThis last is the latest and most imThe herdsman manifestedgreat, The dogs render good service at the
intimacy of Mrs. Hawkins and Abe vorced from Indian wives or have bePaints,
proved Gasoline Stove in
on accoatlt of thelr qulck
Ellsworth furnished fond for gossip come widowers and remarried in their bravery. He shouted, beat his heavy
the market.
Oils
quarter-staffon the ground, and
nf hearing;
hearlmr: and
and
thev
are also
sense
of
they
are
among the neighbors. She was Haw
race. They constitute the largest
to scare the brute off, not thinking of
trained to carry dispatches in a leather
and Varnishes.
ers and are very jealous of
kins’ second wife and he felt very
Also a full line of Oil Stoves.
his own danger, but of that of his herd.
satchel which Is buckled on the iron
tribal
rights
when
threatened
by
prpudofber, Mrs. Hawkins being a
Suddenly the tiger rushed forward, collar they wear.
as they term the opponents
Stationry, Fancy
icy Good s,
handsome appearingwoman,
sprang upon the man, knocked him
Gray Pomeraniansmake the best
monopoly and unequal priviPeriodicals,
School
vid Hawkins was about 53 years
«TdjVMo^on «,o„ntof their yre.t
&
College
Tjp
boll
of
the
herd,
a
po*MOlcm»
;
mnJKllUr
,tremrth.
lhelr
onlckn.*
In
age. Originally, it Is thought that
muscular strength, their quicknessin
what of the Indian, the fullcreature, now charged savagely upon
aSpcialty.
hailed from New York state. He
learning aiyl their unobtrusivecolor.
whom this great and munificent
the tiger, and rolled him over and over.
For ambulance service, however, Prof,
t of ours has in ite wisdom
was an old soldier and drew a pension,
...
a., „-A.„n /lift n<i The celebrated Paints of Ifeaf/id- MlThe bull was so quick In his motions
llungartz, the animal painter, who is
number of years previousto go- regarded as a ward and heir to a
A FILL USE OF CHOICE CIGARS. Imn are kept on hand, in all
“
!n thia tMnch ofthe Red
princely heritage ae a recompense for th“
shades and colors.
iil'to Texas he bad lived in Michigan,
Ctom societyand hi, hinuelf tr.in«l
Anglo-Saxon rapine? You will find
wretched the bull, but gatheredhimsomewhere near the city of Port Hurmany dogs for it declares that Scotch
him where the stilloese of the forest is
Pare Wines and Liquors for Nedieiuai
an. It was during bis residence there as yet unbroken. He is there in his self up and galloped off into the forest •ollies are the best breed.
The bull shook himself, bellowed, purPuriwses.
that he became acquainted with his miserable little hut, a recluse from the
A new substance for floor printing.
sued his enemy a few yards and then
Deflnlto Iftfonaatloa.
last wife. The man was married once great mad world he so distrusts and
Dries bone-hard in one nl^.U, is
went quietly to feeding as if vanquish- The comment* overheardin the
free from tack, and durable
before and prior to coming here bad fears, living a poor hand-to-mouth ex- ing a tiger were an everyday occurPreKriftUii and Kttips Carffally CotupoanM.
crowd at the world’s fair were somelivqd in Texas six years. There’ his istence, and rarely emerging to visit
,.,x. .J,
times as interestingas- the exhibit It- Holland, Mich., Nov. 19,1892.
the haunts of his tormentors. A scanty
J. .B
The herdsman was not injured by the aelf, at least If the observer had a love
flrsi wife died and he has a son still
patch of corn, a few poultry and masttiger,
but
received
a
wound
in
the
leg
human
nature
in
its
odd
phases,
Holland.
Mich., March 24. 1892.
living in that state.
fed hogs, with what game and fish fall
from
the
bull's
sharp
horn,
inflicted
Om
day
an
old
gentleman
who
found
Mrs. Hawkins was painfully though prey to his skill, go to supply his
when the buffalo knocked over the the Java village very absorbing at
not dangerously wounded. She re- meager larder and furnish employment
tiger.
length confided in a young, man standceived the charge from her husband’s for his squaw and himself. Once in a
ing near.
As Goo* ft« • Dog.
Dealers in
gun mostly in her left side. Her left great while there is a per capita pay“It’s powerful nice to watch,” he
In South America, a boy who wants
ment, and a pittance falls to his share
side shoulder,back, neck and cheek
said,
I may
I
should be-.
better
--- ,“bnt
-----* say
—
------.
after. the professional redmen of the to own a pet animal gets a monkey inFRESH, SALT, AND SMOKED
were peppered with fine birdsbot. tribe have made the disbursementto stead of a dog. Sometimes he can buy on’t if I was a trifle better, posted. '"My
Some are Inclined to believe that it their satisfaction and paid their “at- a monkey already trained, and If he jography’s a hetle rusty, and it's
Da. K. 0. WESTS NERVE AND BRAIN
was not Hawkins’ intentionto shoot torney’s fees,” It U a rare' thing to find can do so he is a very happy boy, be- truth and fact that I don’t jestly know
TBKATMENT.ft•pedflo for Hyatorl*.DIxiIdmi.
cause wild monkeys are ugly little fel- where Java is. Now where is it?”
his wife. When he started out he is •a fuU-blood in the Indian territorywho
Fits, Neuralgia,Headache,NervousProstration
“Oh,” said the yoqng man, with the
lows and it takes a long time to teach
caused bv alcoholor tobacco. Wakefulnrve, Men.
Parties desiring
said to have stated that it was Ells- is living comfortably on as much as a
assured
quiet of one who knows, “just
tal Depression, Horten ii g of Brain, cansh-g Inthem
how
to
live
with
civilized
people.
quarter section of land under cult! rasanity. misery,decay, death, Pr mature “11 Ago,
worth be was after. That gentleman
A South American boy has to pet s a little way from Moohe!”
Choice Steaks and Roast^ Barrenness. Loss of Power In either eex, Impotion. There are some, but they are
was not at home when Hawkins came striking exceptions.
tency, Leuoorrbcea and all Female Weaknesses,
monkey because there are not
Involuntary Losses. Bpermatborrhcca caused by
Are especiallyInvited to call,
f > his house. He was down the road
dogs in South America. But with
over-exertion of brain, Self obnse, over ind niSouth American boy a nice tamp mon- 1 Bf » ““P1' nlI<l ‘“f41? 04 tl,<l
genes. A tron th'a treatment, IL 0 for 18, bv
uDout two.milesand a messenger who
Knew Bettor Than That. a
guarantee six boxes to cure. Each
mall. We.
ICarket
Street order
knew his whereabouts hastened and
far 0 boxes, with 15 will tend written guar,
Husband— Great heaven*, my dear!
an tee to refund If not cured. Onaranteee Issued
told him1 to keep scarce. Ellsworth you don’t mean to say you have bought
DE KBAKEB A DE ROSTER.
only
W. JT. BANGS,
he becomes attached to it,
the
night,
and
ob^ed the warning or . undoubtedly me cigars for my birthday.
l-1y. Grand vllle Ave., Grand Bapida, Mich
American boy becomes
Holland, Mich., Aug. S, 1892.
the time of seteing will give
Wife— Certainly not,’ my dear; (proud- oolite or his Newfoundland;
be would not be in the land of the livly) I had them charged.—Truth.
not feel the need of a good
struck Powell, but he was
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